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Abstract

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) currently in operation intends to explore particle physics 
on the TeV scale. The International Linear Collider (ILC) and the Compact Linear Collider 
(CLIC) are being designed to measure the properties of particles discovered at the LHC with 
higher precision. Very forward detector systems at these machines are needed for the precise 
measurement of the luminosity and to approach full polar angle coverage. In the current detector 
concepts for linear collider two electromagnetic calorimeters, Beam Calorimeter (BeamCal) and 
Luminosity Calorimeter (LumiCal), are foreseen. Both calorimeters are designed as sandwich 
calorimeters with tungsten absorber layers instrumented with finely segmented sensors. Due to 
a large amount of beamstrahlung remnants hitting BeamCal at the innermost radii, the sensors 
must withstand up to 1 MGy radiation dose per year. In this thesis two types of sensor materials 
were investigated: single crystal chemical vapour deposition diamonds (scCVDD) and gallium 
arsenide doped by chromium (GaAs:Cr).

The very forward calorimeters ensure coverage for high energy electrons, positrons and photons 
down to very low polar angles. Within this thesis, simulation studies are presented for different 
beam parameters of the ILC. A new sensor segmentation was proposed to achieve better 
reconstruction efficiency of single high-energy electrons, positrons and photons on top of the 
beamstrahlung background.

Only for a few years ago polycrystalline diamond sensors have been used for beam diagnostics in 
many high-energy physics experiments. The Compact Muon Solenoid experiment, CMS, at the 
LHC is instrumented with several detectors 'for the Beam Conditions and Radiation Monitoring. 
The Fast Beam Conditions Monitor (BCM1F) is part of these systems. Here 'for the first time 
single crystal diamond sensors have been used. Eight detectors, comprising each a single crystal 
sensor and front-end electronics, are positioned around the beam pipe on both sides of the 
interaction region. They monitor the beam conditions to protect the inner CMS detectors from 
adverse beam conditions and ensure high quality data for CMS. In this thesis, BCM1F data is 
evaluated for its intrinsic time resolution and performance under harsh radiation conditions. Fur
thermore, it is investigated if it can be used for a bunch by bunch on-line luminosity measurement.

The second type of sensor, made of GaAs:Cr, was produced in Tomsk State University and tested 
as a candidate for the BeamCal for future ILC and CLIC detectors. Several GaAs:Cr sensors 
were characterized in the laboratory for leakage current and capacitances and used for the test 
beam investigations. Two sensors were assembled with a fan-out, front-end and ADC ASICs to 
build a fully functional prototype of a sensor plane. Several test beam campaigns were done to 
measure the performance of the system.



Kurzfassung

Der International Linear Collider (ILC) und der Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) werden 
entwickelt, um die Arbeit am momentan operierenden Large Hadron Collider (LHC), die 
Erforschung der Teilclienphysik bei TeV-Energien, fortzuführen. Das Vorwärtsdetektorsystem an 
Maschinen mit solch hohen Energien benötigt strahlenharte Detektoren nahe an der Strahlachse. 
Das Beam Calorimeter (BeamCal) ist als Samplingkalorimeter mit 30 Wolframabsorberlagen und 
fein segmentierten Sensoren ausgelegt. Wegen der hohen Belastung durch Beamstrahlung, die 
das Kalorimeter im Bereich des inneren Radius trifft, müssen die Sensoren eine Strahlendosis 
von bis zu 1 MGy pro Jahr aushalten. In dieser Arbeit werden zwei Arten von Sensormaterialien 
untersucht: Einkristalldiamanten-Sensoren (scCVD) und Galliumarsenid-Sensoren mit Chrom- 
Dotierung (GaAs:Cr).

Diamantsensoren sind in der Strahldiagnostik an Hochenergiephysik-Experimenten weit verbrei
tet. Das Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) Experiment am LHC ist mit mehreren Detektoren zur 
Überwachung der Strahlqualität ausgestattet (Beam Conditions and Radiation Monitoring -  
BRM). Ein Detektor dieses Systems ist der Fast Beam Conditions Monitor (BCM1F) in welchen 
zum ersten Mal monokristalline Sensoren verwendet werden. BCM1F überwacht den Strahl, 
um die inneren CMS-Subdetektoren zu schützen und um eine möglichst hohe Datenqualität 
sicherzustellen. In dieser Arbeit werden die spezifische Zeitauflösung und der Grad der Strahlen
schädigung von BCM1F bestimmt. Außerdem wird untersucht, ob sich BCM1F zur paketweisen 
Echtzeitmessung der Luminosität eignet.

Der zweite untersuchte Sensortyp, hergestellt aus GaAs:Cr, wurde als Kandidat für das BeamCal 
an einem zukünftigen ILC- oder CLIC-Detektors von der Universität Tomsk entwickelt. Im 
Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden mehrere GaAs:Cr-Wafer im Labor charakterisiert. Dabei wurden 
die Leckströme und Kapazitäten bestimmt, um Sensoren für die weitergehende Überprüfung im 
Teststrahl auszuwählen. Die Sensoren wurden mit “fan-out’", Frontend-Elektronik und Analog- 
Digital-Wandlern bestückt, um eine voll funktionsfähige Sensorebene zu erhalten. Mehrere 
Teststrahl-Kampagnen wurden durchgeführt, um die Sensorebene zu charakterisieren.

Das BeamCal eines Linear Colliders dient dazu, hochenergetische Elektronen, Positronen und 
Photonen bei sehr kleinen Polarwinkeln zu erkennen. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden Simu
lationsstudien für verschiedene ILC-Strahlparameter durchgeführt. Anhand dieser Simulationen 
wird eine alternative Segmentierung des Sensors vorgeschlagen, um eine höhere Rekonstruktions
effizienz für einzelne hochenergetische Elektronen, Positronen oder Photonen bei gleichzeitigem 
Beamstralilungsuntergrund zu erreichen.
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Introduction

After more than 20 years of planning and preparation the Large Hadron Collider. LHC, 
started operation in September 2008. It aims to allow physicists to test predictions of 
different theories of particle physics. From the experiments answers are expected to the 
still unsolved questions of fundamental physics. It also can come up with unexpected 
results no one ever thought.

In the last few decades, physicists end up with the Standard Model of particle physics. 
The Standard Model is able to describe all measurements of the interaction of fundamental 
particles of the Universe at an energy up to about a TeV. There are still unanswered 
questions like: W hat is the origin of mass? Why do fundamental particles weigh the 
amount they do? Why do some particles have no mass at all? What is 96% of the universe 
made of? Why does Nature appear to have this bias for m atter over antim atter? Do extra 
dimensions of space really exist?

To answer these questions experimental da ta  are required, and the experiments to 
achieve this are at the LHC. The LHC machine is the most complex accelerator and storage 
ring ever built. It has allowed already to discover a particle th a t is a strong candidate for 
a Higgs boson similar to th a t predicted by the Standard Model to explain the generation 
of mass for fundamental particles. The mass of this particle is measured to be about 125 
GeV.

Currently a project for a new kind of accelerator and collider is in the phase of prepa
ration. The International Linear Collider. ILC, will be a next-generation elect.ron-posit.ron 
collider for making precision measurements of the LHC discoveries. Both machines are 
complementary in their physics potential.

To study new physics processes very high energy is needed. High energies allow to cre
ate heavy or exceedingly rare particles. The LHC is accelerating 2808 bunches of protons 
and each bunch contains 115 billions of protons. It was designed to collide bunches every
25 ns, but. in 2009-2012 it was operated with 50 ns between bunch collisions. The colli
sion products are then tracked in the detector volumes of ATLAS. CMS, ALICE, LHCb, 
TOTEM and LHCf. Two of them, the ATLAS arid the CMS experiments, are large, gen
eral purpose particle detectors. The ALICE and LHCb experiments have more specific 
goals and the last two, TOTEM and LHCf. are much smaller and are for very specialized 
research.

Each beam stores the enormous energy of 350 MJ. This energy is enough to damage 
the detectors in case of the loss of the beam. A system monitoring the beam conditions 
and providing signal in case of dangerous situation is necessary. The systems for the 
beam monitoring are installed in CMS and other experiments as well as around the LHC 
accelerator.
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2 INTRODUCTION

The protection systems of CMS are independent from the CMS data acquisition and 
power supply. Some of the systems are located near the beam pipe, as beam condition 
monitors in CMS, where radiation hard sensors are needed. They provide fast and slow 
measurements of beam conditions and beam losses.

One of the systems is the Fast Beam Conditions Monitor, BCM1F. Single crystal chem
ical vapor deposition diamonds were used for the first time in this detector. BCM1F counts 
particles with a nanosecond time resolution. Its description and validation are a part of 
this thesis and can be found in chapter 4.

From the da ta  collected in the experiments cross sections of investigated processes are 
needed to perform comparison with the theory. For the measurement of (.t o s s  section the 
luminosity, characterizing the probability of a proton-proton collision, is needed. A precise 
luminosity measurement is required both for LHC and ILC. In the CMS experiment the 
luminosity is monitored by measuring the flux of collision products. In the Van-der-Meer 
scans the visible cross section is measured and the measured flux is calibrated to the lumi
nosity. Through the 2011-2012 run CMS relied on the forward hadronic calorimeter, HF, 
for both the on-line and offline measurement of the luminosity. In addition, the luminosity 
was measured by the inner pixel detector. Due to slow pixel detector operation, it cannot 
provide on-line measurements. During 2012 operation BCM1F was an independent on-line 
luminosity measurement tool. In this thesis, the ability of BCM1F to  measure the lumi
nosity in real time is dem onstrated and the bunch-by-bunch luminosity measurement is 
discussed in chapter 5.

The ILC detector requires an even more precis® luminosity measurement and in ad
dition an excellent hermeticity. There are two electromagnetic calorimeters, foreseen in 
the very forward region, located on both sides of interaction point, IP. The Luminosity 
Calorimeter will be used to measure the small-angle Bhabha. scattering, being the gauge 
process for the luminosity measurement.The Beam Calorimeter, BeamCal, will be located 
as near as possible to the beam-pipe and covers the lowest possible polar angle in the ILC 
detector. The forward region is described in chapter 6. BeamCal will measure high-energy 
electrons, positrons or photons at low polar angle. Their detection will be a challenge 
background coming from e+ c_ pairs of beam strahlung photon conversions. The deposi
tion of these pairs will also provide the ILC with a fast luminosity measurement and beam 
diagnostic's. Two different sensor segmentations are compared for the single high energy 
electron shower reconstruction efficiency on top of the large beam strahlung background. 
Chapter 7 summarizes the results obtained from the simulation studies.

As the high radiation environment due to beam strahlung pairs sets a requirement on 
the sensors used for the BeamCal. A new material, GaAs:Or, was proved before to be a 
good candidate. Several sets of sensors with two types of segmentation were characterized 
in the laboratory. The measurements and results are presented in chapter 2. A prototype 
of the BeamCal sensor plane based on the GaAs:Cr sensor was prepared and investigated 
in the laboratory and in several test-beam  campaigns in the electron beam with energies 
between 2-4.5 GeV. The preparation of the test beams is described in the chapter 8 and 
the data analysis in the chapter 9.



Chapter 1 

Solid State Detectors for Radiation

Introduction

Over a long time in high energy and nuclear physics a lot of different types of detectors have 
l)een developed. Charged particles deposit energy in the detector’s medium by ionisation or 
excitation and photons by the photoelectric effect or Compton scattering. Neutral hadrons 
have to interact with nuclei of the detector m aterial to create charged particles which will 
be detected. Finally, these depositions are transformed, for example, in electronic signals 
recorded and analysed by computers.

Detectors can be classified into gaseous, liquid and solid state detectors. In gaseous 
detectors, ions and electrons drift in the electric field and the current is measured. In 
photo emulsions, ionization leads to chemical reactions which form tracks. In solid state 
detectors, free electrons and “holes”, called charge carriers, are created, and drift in an 
applied electric field.

In this thesis only solid state  detectors will be considered. Widely used are semicon
ductor detectors, in particular silicon. Using silicon detectors for high fiuences, cooling 
is required to reduce the leakage current. For detectors operated at room tem peratures 
other materials are considered. The main focus of this thesis is the radiation tolerance of 
the detectors at room tem perature. In this respect GaAs (semiconductor) and diamond 
(insulator) are considered. There is also a lot of effort ongoing to make silicon sensors more 
radiation hard, but this topic will be not discussed here. This chapter is describing solid 
state detectors made of GaAs and diamond sensors.

1.1 Solid S tate Detectors

Most solid state detectors are produced of semiconductor materials and some from insu
lators. A semiconductor m aterial differs from insulators by its relatively larger electrical 
conductivity. Insulators and semiconductors change the electrical resistivity with tem 
perature. Their behavior can be m anipulated by adding impurities (doping). The semi
conductor conductivity is explained by “free’5 electrons and holes, which are called charge 
carriers. The doping is made by adding into the material, a small amount of impurities. 
Im purity atoms act as either donors or acceptors to the intrinsic semiconductor. They are
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Figure 1.1: Simplified band structure of metal, semiconductor and insulator, e is the energy.

also called semiconductor materials of n-type for donors and p-type for acceptor impurities. 
The impurities change the electron and hole concentrations of the semiconductor.

A pure semiconductor is called an intrinsic semiconductor. The doping procedure is 
often made by adding impurities during the manufacturing process. After adding impurities 
in intrinsic semiconductor is called “extrinsic”.

Pure elements in Group IV of the periodic systemare mostly semiconductors. The 
most commonly used materials are silicon and germanium. Another possibilities to get 
semiconductors is to combine neighbor groups of elements (III and V, II and VI, IV and 
VI). There is a large amount of semiconductors in use e.g. gallium arsenide.

Semiconductors are crystalline materials in which outer shell energy levels follow the 
band structure |1|. Figure 1.1 shows the band structure of a metal, a semiconductor and 
an insulator. The band structure of metals, semiconductors and insulators is described by 
a valence band, a forbidden energy band gap and a conduction band.

The energy bands contain many electron energy levels, which are shown as the energy 
areas. The energy band gap is without any energy level. The energy levels in the valence 
band are filled. In the higher energy conduction band electrons are detached from the 
parent atom and can freely move around the full crystal.

The semiconductor energy band gap height depends on the lattice spacing between the 
atoms. The lattice spacing depends on the tem perature and pressure.

In an insulator at room tem perature, free electrons are located in the valence band. 
The energy of therm al photons is too low to excite electrons to cross the band gap to come 
to the conduction band. W ith an applied external field there only a very low current flow 
through the insulators.

An im portant param eter of solids is the Fermi level. It describes the top of the electron 
energy levels a t zero K tem perature. As electrons are fermions they follow the Pauli 
principle and cannot exist in identical quantum  states. Then at zero K electrons will stay 
at the lowest available energy states, called Fermi sea. The Fermi level is the surface of 
the Fermi sea. In this sta te  there are no electrons which will have enough energy to rise 
above the surface.

Carbon, silicon, germanium and tin  arc elements in ascending order of atomic.1 number 
in Group IV A of the periodic table. Atoms of these elements are characterized by having
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(b)

Figure 1.2: (a) Crystal structure of diamond [2] and (b) of GaAs.

four valence electrons in their outerm ost shell. Further four are required to make up the 
full complement of the shell. All can solidify to form elemental, covalently bonded crystals 
where the four valence electrons of one atom are shared between its four nearest neighbors 
so tha t every atom effectively gains eight electrons in its valence shell.

GaAs is a compound semiconductor with a wider band gap than silicon. Figure 1.2(b) 
shows the GaAs crystal lattice, called zincblende. The two atom  types form two interpene
trating face-centered cubic lattices. The zincblende structure has tetrahedral shape. Each 
atom ’s nearest neighbors consist of four atoms of the opposite type. They are positioned 
like the four vertices of a regular tetrahedron. The arrangem ent of atoms in the zincblende 
structure is the same as in the cubic; structure of diamond, but with alternating types of 
atoms.

1.1.1 Charge Carriers

Charge carriers arc called charged particles which are free to move. Examples are electrons, 
ions and holes. In semiconductors, charge carriers are electrons and holes. Holes are in 
fact the traveling vacancies in the valence-band. They act as mobile positive charges both 
in GaAs:Cr and diamond. Charge carriers are characterized b}-' their lifetime, mobility* and 
concentration in the detector bulk. In an electric field charge carriers move with a drift 
velocity being a function of the field strength.

The mean kinetic energy of charge carriers is §kT , where k is the Boltzmann constant 
and T  the tem perature. At room tem perature, the mean velocity is around 10' cm /s, the 
mean free path is 10-5 cm and the mean lifetime is r  «  10-12 s. But without an external 
electric field the charge carriers will not be displaced in average. After applying an electric: 
field, they arc accelerated in the direction to the electrode of opposite charge. In addition, 
they will have random collisions with the lattice. The averaged drift velocity of charge
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carriers in semiconductors a t low applied electric field is:
f  • t c

Un £ /i n - •
m n 

q ■ rc
Up £ //[>•?•

mv

where fin p̂ are electron (11 type) and hole (p type) mobilities, rc the charge carriers 
mean collision time, are electron and hole mass and t  the electrical field |3|.

1.1.2 Schottky Contact
A metal-semiconductor contact is forming a so called Schottky contact. It is a potential 
barrier between the metal and semiconductor band structures. Xot all metal-semiconductor 
junctions form Schottky barriers. A metal-semiconductor junction th a t does not rectify 
current is called an ohmic contact.

Figure 1.3 shows the band diagrams before and after the Schottky contact between 
m etal and n-type semiconductor is formed. If there is no externally applied voltage, the 
Fermi level of the metal and the semiconductor must be equal. In metals the Fermi 
level is the top of the electron sea. For semiconductors the Fermi level is located higher 
and is determined by the doping levels. In Figure 1.3b, the Fermi level is higher in the 
semiconductor. Then the work function of the semiconductor, Fs, is smaller than th a t of 
the metal, (pm. Hence, electrons will flow from the semiconductor into the metal. This 
generates a potential barrier along the interface region.

The potential gradient will force electrons in the semiconductor to move away from the 
metal-semiconductor interface. Positive donor ions are left, forming a Depletion region.

1.2 Energy Loss and Signal Formation

Charged relativistic particles passing through m atter deposit energy, mainly due to electro
magnetic interaction with electrons and nuclei. In addition, these particles will be deflected 
in the  coulomb field of nuclei leading to multiple scattering.

The mean energy loss (or stopping power) for particles other than  electrons is given by 
the Bethe-Bloch formula |5|:

d,E ,Z 1 (1  {tkme<̂ ß‘2l 2Tmm̂  a2 Kßl ) \
- <& > = K z  i ?  U ln<— p — > - ß -  — )  ■

where m e is the electron mass, 
ß  the velocity of the particle. [3 =  v/c.
7 =  i___

Z the atomic number,
A atomic weight,
I the average ionization potential for the medium,
5{p) is a small correction due to media polarization, 
c is the speed of light and
Tmax is t h i  maximum kinetic energy th a t can be transferred to a free electron in a single 
collision.
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M etal Sem iconductor

a)

b)
Figure 1.3: a) A schematic representation of energy bands of isolated metal and isolated n-tvpe 

semiconductor, b) The band diagram at the contact between the metal and the 
semiconductor [4].
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Muon momentum

Figure; 1.4: Stopping power for positive muons in copper as a function of ß'y =  p 4- Me over nine?
orders of magnitude in momentum (12 criers of magnitude; in kinetic energy). Solid 
curves indicate the total stopping power. Picture is taken from PDG [5].

As an example, the mean energy loss computed for muons in copper is shown as the 
‘'Bethe” region of figure 1.4 |5|. It decreases with -p- until a minimum of is obtained for
3 <  /?7 <  4. Because of logarithmic term  the energy loss increases again (relativistic 
rise) until a plateau is reached, called Fermi plateau. The relativistic rise saturates at 
high energies because the medium becomes polarized, effectively reducing the influence of 
distant collisions. Particles with ß  - 7  ~3.5 have minimum loss and are called minimum 
ionizing particles (MIPs). Above ß ry =100 radiation losses due to Bremstrahlung and pair 
product ion become dominant.

1.2.1 Signal Formation

Solid state detectors like diamonds and GaAs are operated as ionization chambers as shown 
in figure 1.5. This is possible due to their high resistivity > 1013 Q-ra. A charged particle 
crossing the medium deposits energy and some part of the deposited energy is going to 
create electron-hole pairs. Applying an electric field causes electrons and holes to drift 
to the positive and negative electrodes, and an electric current is induced in the external 
circuit. Electrodes can be segmented into pads, strips or pixels of different sizes, allowing 
the measurement of spatial information. After a charged particle ionizes the medium, the 
charge created in the medium can be calculated by:
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Figure 1.5: Principle; of solid state ionisation chambers.

where E is the energy deposited in the medium, E ion the energy required to create an 
eleetron-hole pair and e the electron charge.

The energy needed to generate an electron-hole pair is called ionization energy. It is 
proportional to the band gap. A lower ionization energy provides a larger charge for the 
same amount of deposited energy in the medium.

W ithout an external electric field5 the created electron-hole pairs will diffuse and re
combine. When an external electric field is applied, electrons and holes drift. The signal 
formation starts  with the very first drift of electrons and holes created in the medium. 
While electrons and holes are drifting to the electrodes, they induce charge in the elec
trodes, according to  Ram o’s theorem |6|. Only when the last electrons or holes reach the 
electrode or trapped the signal formation stops. The velocities of the electrons and holes, 
v(x) = fih '(x). depend on the electric field E (x ) in the medium and the mobility fi. The 
mobility is a characteristic of the m aterial and connected to the diffusion constant D  by 
Einstein equation |7|:

P = 7— D. k T
Figure 1.6 shows sum of electron and hole mobilities a t room tem perature for several ma
terials. The sum of electron and hole mobilities for GaAs and diamonds is relatively large. 
The mobility for electrons and holes can be different, e.g. for GaAs mobility for electrons is 
significantly higher than  for holes (ßGaAs{&) =8500 cm2V _1s_1, ßcaAs{h) =320 cm2V_1s_1). 

Table 1.1 compares the main characteristics of Si, diamond and GaAs.

1.3 Diam ond Sensors

A single-crystal diamond has several im portant properties. It has the highest therm al 
conductivity at room tem perature, high mechanical hardness and radiation tolerance and
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Bandgap (eV)

Figure 1.6: Electron and hole mobilities: at room temperature. The mobility in diamond is taken 
from Isberg et al. (2002). Circles have an area proportional to the thermal conduc
tivity.

an ultra-wide optical transmission range. Diamond is an insulating m aterial with a band 
gap of 5.7 eV. The low dielectric constant of diamond. £c =  5.7, leads to a small sensor 
capacitance the front-end electronics.

1.3.1 Chemical Vapour Deposition Diamond Growth

Artificial diamonds were produced by the “high-pressure high-tem perature (HPHT) growth” 
m ethod |13|. Such diamonds contain a relatively large fractions of impurities making their 
use as sensors for radiation detection difficult. Diamond films with a lower fraction of 
impurities are produced by “Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)”. The principle is to add 
carbon atoms one-at-a-time to an initial tem plate. Thereby the tetrahedral bonds of the 
diamond lattice appear. As precursor a carbon-containing gas (often methane) is used, 
which is activated in a plasma by discharges or under tem peratures higher than 2000° C 
|14|.

In general the CVD diamond growth can be described by the following reaction:

CH4(gas) — | C(diamond) T 2H2(gas).

The CVD diamond production process involves the following steps: activation of the 
gas phase, nucleation and diamond growth. Activation provides reactive radicals for fur
ther chemical reactions. Xucleation is the process when individual carbon atoms create 
nuclei on the tem plate surface and form a sp3 tetrahedral lattice. The proper choice of the 
initial tem plate is im portant. The best tem plate m aterial is diamond (natural or HPHT),
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Characteristics Silicon OaAs Diamond
DensBfj, [g/cm3] 2.32 5.32 3.52
Band gap, [eV] 1.12 1.42 5.45
Crystal structure diamond cubic zinc blende diamond cubic
Lattice structure diamond sphalerite diamond
Dielectric -constant 11.9 12.9 5.7
Energy for e-h creation, |eV| 3.62 |8| 4.3 |9| 13.2 [10]
Mobility electrons, |em2V-1s-1 1 1350 8500-8800 1800-4500 |11|
Mobility h,[cm2V _1s-1] 480 320-400 1200-3800 [11]
Z 14 31, 33 6
Radiation length, X 0, [em| 9.4 2.3 12.2
Resistivity, [flcm] 2.5 105 4̂

 
i—1

 
O 00 1013 -  1016

Thermal conductivity, [ W c m ^ K -1] 1.5 0.45 20

Table 1.1: Characteristics of materials used as sensors [11], [9] and [12]. The mobilities and the 
resistivity of diamond depend strongly on its purity.

which provides the ««act tem plate for the diamond lattice. But also non-diamond sub
strates are used and the best non-diamond substrates are materials capable of forming 
carbide. However, iridium substrates are under investigation. They emerge in providing 
highly oriented films, significantly better than  any other transition metals |15|. After the 
nucleation phase (dusters reached critical size and became stable) the growth phase starts 
in all three dimensions until the clusters reach each other and then they grow in one di
mension and create a column like structure. This column structure creates crystal defects 
in the diamond bulk material. This can be a reason for non-homogeneous responses for 
polyerystalline diamonds |16|. By continuation of the growth process, column structure 
disappears and single crystal diamond structure is achieved.

The next step is to mechanically structure the diamond shape and to metallize on both 
side. For example, lithographically patterned metallization can bo used.

1.3.2 Characterization

The leakage current of poly-crystalline diamond as a function of applied voltage is shown 
in figure 1.7(a). The leakage current measured directly after irradiation exhibits a three 
times larger current. After applying an UV light illumination for about half an hour the 
leakage current became similar to  the one before the irradiation |17|. The leakage current 
of single-crystalline diamond as a function of applied voltage is shown in figure 1.7(b). 
The leakage current was measured after the scCVDD was irradiated, before irradiation the 
leakage current ws too smal to measure.

The charge collection efficiency can thus be expressed by the mean travel distance, which 
is also called “charge collection distance”, CCD, divided by the detector thickness. The 
charge collection distance as a function of absorbed dose decreases as shown in figure 1.7(c). 
In the first moment of irradiation the charge collcction distance grows. This effect is called 
Pumping Effect. In the beginning of irradiation of the non-irradiated diamond, there are
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Figure 1.7: (a) The leakage current of pcCVD diamond as a function of applied voltage before 
(blue), after (green) irradiation and after UV illumination (red) [17]. (b) The leak
age current of scCVD diamond as a function of applied voltage after irradiation [18]. 
(c) Charge Collection Distance as a function of the dose absorbed for pcCVD di
amond, measured using 90Sr  source. Triangles and squares represent two different 
samples [17]. (d) Charge Collection Distance as a function of the dose absorbed for 
scCVD diamond (blue) in 2007, (red) in 2008 [18].
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non-diamond atoms in the bulk, generating energy levels inside the band gap. These non
diamond atoms act as charge traps. During irradiation, these traps arc filled and no longer 
absorb electrons and holes. After all traps are filled, the diamond is called pumped. By 
irradiating the diamond with UV light, trapped charges are released, which brings diamond 
into the initial state> Figure 1.7(a) shows reduction of the leakage current after irradiating 
diamond with UV light. Figure 1.7(d) shows the charge collection distance of the scCVD 
diamond as a function of absorbed dose. The initial charge collection distance for scCVD 
diamonds is higher than for the pcCVD diamonds. The CCD for scCVDD drops in the 
beginning faster and then shows similar slope as for the pcCVD diamonds.

1,4 Gallium Arsenide Sensors

In collaboration with Joint Institu te  for Xuclear Research, JINR, and Tomsk State Univer
sity several gallium arsenide GaAs wafers were produced. The crystals were grown by the 
Liquid Encapsulated Gzochralski, LEG, method. The wafers of initial LEG GaAs material 
aase doped by a shallow donor (Sn or Te). This doping is necessary to form a low-ohmic 
n-type semiconductor and to fill EL— trapping centers with electrons. Then the wafers 
were annealed and compensated with a deep acceptor (Gr) by means of controlled diffusion 
at high tem perature [19]. During annealing Cr diffuses through the wafer and compensates 
ELS— traps. The specific properties of the GaAs:Gr wafers are the relatively large electron 
lifetime (5-10 ns) and the ability to produce a uniform electric field profile in structures 
with ohmic contacts. Due to the wide~ direct band gap and additional doping, GaAs is 
expected to be radiation tolerant. In addition it has high resistivity and can be oper
ated similar to the diamond detectors. It is called a semi-insulating high-ohmic intrinsic 
material.

The wafer thickness is 500 ßm. The final GaAs:Cr sensor has the form of a sector to 
allow circular assembly. Sensors are polished and metallized on both sides with Aluminum 
or Nickel. One side has a continuous metallization and the opposite side is segmented.

1.4.1 Liquid Encapsulated Czochralski

The growth starts with putting Gallium and Arsenic into a growth crucible. This is placed 
inside a high pressure crystal puller and heated up. At high tem peratures the components 
melt. Adding boron trioxide creates a liquid boron oxide encapsulation to cover the melted 
GaAs 1201. This layer of boron trioxide, in combination with the pressure in the crystal 
puller, prevents sublimation of the volatile Group V element.

The materials melt until the compound synthesizes. Then a seed crystal is dipped 
through the boron trioxide layer into the melt. The seed is rotated and slowly withdrawn 
and a single crystal propagates from the seed.

1.4.2 Characterization

Measurement of the radiation tolerance of GaAs:Gr are shown in figures 1.8(a) 1.8(b) 
and 1.8(c) |21|. Several GaAs:Gr sensors were tested in an electron beam of up to 50 nA 
beam current at th e '“Superconducting D arm stadt Linear Aceelerator”(S-DALINAC). One
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of the GaAs:Cr sensor sector pads was irradiated with 8.5-10 MeV electrons up to a dose 
of 1.5 MGy. The sensor performance was measured as a function of the absorbed dose.

In figure 1.8(a) GaAs the leakage current before and after the irradiation is shown as a 
function of the bias voltage applied. An increase of the leakage current by almost a factor 
of two is observed at room tem perature after irradiation. However, the leakage current 
after irradiation is still small enough to operate a detector.

In figure 1.8(b) the charge collection efficiency. CCE, is shown as a function of the bias 
voltage applied. As it is seen, the CCE increases as the applied bias voltage increases and 
comes to a saturation. After irradiation the CCE is reduced and approaches saturation at 
larger voltages.

The CCE as a function of the absorbed dose is shown in the figure 1.8(c). For the 
two irradiated samples the CCE follows a similar decrease.. The radiation tolerance has 
been tested with a high intensity electron beam. The accumulated dose was up to 1 MGy, 
and the observed CCE dropped from 50% to 5% |22|. After irradiation the signal-to- 
noise ratio was still acceptable for MIP detection. All measurements were done at room 
tem perature. The samples were kept under bias voltage of 200 V for the whole duration 
of the measurements.
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Figure 1.8: (a) The leakage current as a function of the bias voltage; Before (red) and after irra
diation (blue), (b) The CCE as a function of the bias voltage before (red) and after 
irradiation (blue). (e| The CCE as a function of the dose absorbed for two GaAs 
sensors before (red) and after irradiation (blue) under bias voltage; of 200 V [2lJ. One; 
of the; GaAs:Cr se;nsor sector pads was irradiated with 8.5 10 M©V electrons up to a 
dose of 1.5 MGy.
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1.5 Devices for D ata Taking

The size and shape of a signal depend on the number of electron-hole pairs created per 
/.mi inside the m aterial and on the mobility of the charge carriers. Signals are amplified, 
shaped and transferred to the analysing electronics. The charge sensitive amplifiers are 
used for all studies in this thesis. They produce fast ou tput signals. The shaper is slow in 
the operation and it makes an output signal of a standard shape.

The following devices for signal processing were used:

A D C  The analog-to-digital converter converts an analog signal into a digital number, 
quantifying the amplitude of the signal. Some ADCs perform the conversions pe
riodically with a sampling frequency. There are other ADCs, which work with an 
external trigger.

Here direct-conversion or flash ADCs were used for the signal processing. Such an 
ADC has a set of comparators sampling the input signal in parallel. Each comparator 
fires for its own voltage range. An advantage of a flash ADC is the high Sampling
rate.

T D C  The time to digital converter. It is used to measure the 'exact time of signal arrival 
or its duration. On a generic approach, a TDC is a high-frequency counter th a t 
increments every clock cycle. When a signal occurs, the counter’s value, representing 
the time, is saved to the buffer and can be read out. The clock cycle frequency defines 
the time resolution. The clock stability is im portant for the measurement accuracy.

Scaler is a device th a t counts the number of signals in a certain time interval.

D iscrim in ator generates for each input signal above a certain threshold a standard output 
signal. Two kind of discriminators are used, with fixed threshold and constant fraction 
discriminators.

DAQ  D ata acquisition is the process of sampling signals and converting the resulting sam
ples into digital numeric values th a t can be analysed by a computer. The distinction 
is made between hardware and software DAQ.

The components of data acquisition systems include:

L  Sensors th a t convert physical param eters to electrical signals.

2. Circuits for analysing signals to convert sensor signals into a form th a t can be 
converted to digital values.

3. Analog-to-digital converters, which convert sensor signals to digital values.

The data acquisition hardware is controlled by software programs developed using 
various general purpose programming languages.
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Characterization of Radiation Hard 
Sensors

2.1 Beam  Calorimeter Sensors

In test beams in 2010 and 2011 two GaAsrCr sensors with different pad geometries have 
been investigated. The first one was subdivided in pads of about 5 by 5 m m 2, as shown 
in figure 2.1(a) and 2.2(a). denoted as Type 1. The second one, Type 2, has a geometry 
optimized by Monte Carlo simulation as described in chapter 7 and has different pad areas, 
depending on the radius, as shown in figure 2.1(b) and 2.2(b). Both GaAs sensors were 
grown by the Liquid Encapsulated Choralski m ethod and doped with Cr, as discussed 
in the section 1.4. The sensor thickness was chosen to be 500 J Ä  to ensure mechanical 
stability. The sensors are shaped as sectors to construct a ring. The sector angles are 
45° and 22.5°, respectively. The inner and outer radii are given in Table 2.1. Each sensor 
was metallized on both sides and on one side the metallization is subdivided radially in 12 
rings and each ring in pads. Sensors of type 1 were metallized by Aluminum and of Type
2 with Nickel. The number of pads is 87 and 64, respectively. Some sensor parameters 
ate summarized in the Table 2.1. The pad numbering uses the ring number, counted from 
bottom  to top, and the pad number inside a ring, counted from left to right. All sensors of 
Type 2 measured on a probe station are listed in the Table 2.2. Sensor characteristics were 
provided from the manufacturer. Characterisation of type 1 sensors (AG-66 Xo 7, AG-66 
No 21, AG-66 No 26, AG-66 No 34 and AG-84 No 5) is summarized in Ref |23|.

2.2 M easurement of Sensor Characteristics

For each pad of a sensor the capacitance and the leakage current are measured as a function 
of applied voltage. The measurements were done on a probe station. The side fully 
metalized was contacted to  the -chuck, the tem perature controlled metal plate for sensor 
holding. Pads were contacted with needles. The probe station provided electromagnetic 
and optical shielding. The tem perature control was provided together with dried air for 
humidity reduction. All measurements were done using a Labview program.

17
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(b) Type 2

Figure 2.1: (a) Equally segmented GaAs:Cr sensor sector layout (Type 1). (b) Proportionally 
segmented GaAs:Cr sensor sector layout ( Type 2).
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(a) Typo 1 (b) Type 2

Figure 2.2: (a) Photo of a GaAs:Cr sensor sector of Type 1. (b) Photo of a GaAs:Cr sensor sector 
of Type 2.
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Characteristic Sensor Type 1 Sensor Type 2
M etallization Aluminum Nickel
Inner radius 20 mm 48 111111
Outer radius 84 mm 114 mm
Rings 12 12
Sector angle 45° 22.5°
Number of pads 87 64
Pad area 25 m m 2 from 16 to 42 m m 2
Pad gaps 0.2 mm 0.2 mm
Guard ring 0.35 mm 0.35 mm

Tabic 2.1: Parameters of the sensors of type 1 and type 2.

Figure', 2.3: The principle scheme of the setup for the capacitance-voltage measurements.

2.3 Capacitance M easurements

The principle of the capacitance measurements is shown in the figure 2.3. The LCR-meter 
feeds a pad of the GaAs sensor with an alternating current i =  iasin(ojt+4>i) and measures 
the voltage amplitude %  and the phase shift 50* of the voltage drop u =  uasin(ojt+<pi§-5(f)). 
Then the impedance is calculated. A constant DC voltage is applied with a Keithley 487 
voltage supply through the coupling box. Capacitances of all sensor pads were measured 
with a HP-4263 LCR meter |24|. It allows to  measure capacitances with voltages up to 
450V. Measurements were made at 1 kHz frequency.

Figure 2.4(a) shows capacitance measurements as a function of pad size for one entire 
sensor of Type 2. They are shown as grey triangles. The measurements were fit with a 
linear function. All neighboring pads were left floating. The middle line shows the calcu
lated capacitances, parallel plate capacitor C  =  where e is the dielectric constant, Ä 
the pad area and d the separation between the plates. The lower line are inter-pad capaci
tances, measured between two neighboring pads w ithout connection to the back plane. All 
measured pad capacitances are in the range from 6 to 12 pF. Both the measurements and

V(V,
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Sample
number

Manufacture
number

Thickness.
fim

Collected 
Charge, e

Comments

1 AG-84 No 7 490 38750 Guard Break
2 AG-84 Xo 13 498 38450 Bonded for tests
3 AG-84 Xo 19 495 38520
4 AG-84 Xo 21 492 36550 Guard Break
5 AG-84 Xo 26 502 36490 Guard Break
6 AG-84 Xo 28 500 38590 Guard Break
7 AG-84 Xo 29 487 38420
8 AG-84 Xo 32 502 38720
9 AG-84 Xo 39 495 36450
10 AG-84 Xo 41 487 37700 Guard Break
11 AG-221 Xo 25 492 41570 TB2011
12 AG-262 Xo 1 506 40570
13 AG-262 Xo 3 512 41640
14 AG-262 Xo 4 509 42690
15 AG-221 Xo 6 498 37020
16 AG-262 Xo 12 504 35630
17 AG-262 Xo 13 517 37580
18 AG-262 Xo 15 518 39190
19 AG-262 Xo 16 509 37170
20 AG-262 Xo 19 507 34490
21 AG-84 Xo 23 492 37930 Guard Break
22 AG-84 Xo 24 485 38520 Guard Break

Table 2.2: 22 GaAs:Cr type 2 sensor characteristics given by the manufacturer.

predictions depend linearly on the pad size, but the slope is different. Measured pad ca
pacitances differ from calculated values in less than  1 pF. O ther capacitance measurements 
arc shown in appendix C.

By measuring capacitances, metallization can be checked, crosstalk can be estimated. 
For several sensors the different behavior of the capacitance as a function of bias voltage 
was observed and an example is shown in figure 2.4(b). The value of capacitances is higher 
than the maximum previously measured capacitance of 12 pF and is growing for pad and 
guard ring capacitance simultaneously a t positive bias voltage applied. The pad behavior 
was observed in less than 1 % of pads and only for the sensors of AG-84 series.
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Figure 2.4: (a) The capacitance measured as a function of the pad size between the back plane?
and each pad without, grounding of neighboring pads - upper gray triangles line. The 
capacitance calculated middle gray line. Th(> capacitance measured between neigh
boring pads - purple triangles line, (b) Unexpected values from the measurement of 
the capacitance between pad and the back plane near to the guard ring and between 
the; guard ring and the back plane as a function of the bias voltage.

2.4 Current-Voltage Characteristics

The leakage current as a function of the applied voltage was measured for all pads. An 
example of the leakage current as a function of applied voltage, I-V, is shown in figure 2.5(a). 
A Keithley 487 Picoammeter was used as a high voltage supply. Voltage steps were of 1 V 
up to 10V and of 10 V between 10 V and 350 V. All 22 sensors were measured a t room 
tem perature of 25°C. Figure 2.5(c) shows the zoom between -10 V and 10 V. It shows 
linear dependence between 10 V and 250 V and non-linear dependence between 0 V and
10 V. From the linear range the resistivity wras calculated and is of the order 2.4x10s ft.

The non-linear dependence of the leakage current from the applied voltage at zero region 
can be explained by a Schottky barrier. The energy diagram of GaAs:Cr sensor is shown 
in figure 2.6. There are two Schottky barriers on both sides of the pad shown in the energy 
diagram (b). On the interface between anodo and GaAs a space charge appears. This 
region works as a hole source ] 251. The current of holes is described by the formula 1261:

Ip = SA * T 2e[---w— J[e(^ } ]>

where S  is the anode area, A* Richardson constant, tpB. the bend of Schottky barrier, Vi 
the decrease of voltage, (Pbv the barrier height for holes.

The current component from electrons is obtained by the formula:

I  = U j R e ff  +  In ,

where U is the- applied voltage, J?e/ /  the effective resistance, and In the saturation current. 
The saturation current is the limiting current from metal to semiconductor through the 
Schottky barrier |25|,|26|,|27|,
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Figure 2.5: (a) The; leakage current of a pad of tho GaAs;Cr sensor as a, function of the applied 
voltage in tho range from -350 V up to +350 V. (b) An example of unusual leakage 
current measurement as a function of the bias voltage;, (c ) Zoom in the voltage region 
around zero, -10 V up to +10 V. (d) The Schottkv barrier height measurement.

where tpBn is the barrier height for electrons. The leakage current for GaAs:Cr is non-linear 
up to 1 V due to larger hole current than electron current. In this way, from the leakage 
current measurements the sensor resistivity as was shown before and Schottky barrier 
width can be obtained. The obtained Schottky barrier height is shown in figure 2.5(d). The 
barrier height of 0.8 eV is in the agreement with the information from the manufacturer |27|.

The sensors used in the test beam were measured in the lab before bonding. Figure 2.7 
contains leakage current measurements for each pad of a Type 2 sensor at 100 V. It is 
plotted as a function of pad number from left to right, see figure with sensor 2.1(b). The 
pads at the border have slightly lower leakage currents because of reduced pad area near 
to the guard ring. The plots for the remaining 11 sensors are shown in the appendix C. 
All together for 22 sensors of Type 2 segmentation were measured. Figure 2.8(a) shows 
the current density calculated for the same sensor. The distribution was fit by Gaussian 
and the mean value is 7.15+0.19 nA /m m 2.

In addition, the leakage current was measured for several pads as a function of the
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Figure; 2.8: (a) The current density of a GaAs:Cr sensor pads at 100 V bias voltage. (b)The 
leakage current of a GaAs:Cr sensor pad at 100 V bias voltage as a function of the 
temperature;.

tem perature. Figure 2.8(b) shows the leakage current, a t 100 V from — 10°C up to +60°C. 
The leakage current, increases exponentially with the tem perature increase by a factor of
2.5 for each 10°C. For the semiconductors the leakage current is explained by the number 
of charge carriers |26|

,Ep-Ei ,
n  =  n.iel k T  J ,

where n j  the intrinsic carriers concentration. Ej the intrinsic Fermi level and Ep  the Fermi 
level. The leakage current is then proportional to the tem perature:

I i  oc e - 2fcr, (2.1)

where E g the band gap.
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Chapter 3 

Experiments at the LI 1

Introduction

The Largo Hadron Collider, LHC, is an accelerator and storage ring for protons and ions. 
It uses superconducting dipole magnets to force particles on a circular orbit. It is installed 
in the former LEP |29| tunnel of 27 km circumference and was designed to provide proton- 
proton collisions with beam energies of up to 7 TeV. Two separate beams are accelerated 
ill opposite directions in separate beam pipes. There are four m ajor experiments placed 
along the ring. Their locations are shown in figure 3.1. Two of them are large multipurpose 
experiments. ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) |30s 1311 and CMS (Compact Muon 
Solenoid) |32, 33|. Both detectors have a cylindrical structure with end-caps at both 
sides. ATLAS is instrum ented with a small solenoidal and superconducting toroids for 
precise momentum measurements of muons. CMS has a solenoidal magnetic field with all 
calorimeters installed inside the ('oil. CMS was constructed in a hall on surface and fully 
assembled parts were lowered into the cavern and assembled together. This makes the 
CMS detector easily maintainable and easy to handle in future upgrades. The two other 
experiments are smaller and dedicated to specific physic topics, LHCb |34[ for 6-physics 
and the study of CP-violation,. and ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) |35| for 
heavy ion physics, for example, the study of the quark-gluon plasma.

Goals of the LHC and the experiments are [331:

• to explore physics at the TeV scale.

• to. study the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking (e.g. the Higgs particle 
search).

• to look for phenomena beyond the Standard Model, SM, (e.g. the search for super- 
symmetric partners of the SM particles).

• to investigate new form of baryonic m atter.

• to understand the asymmetry between m atter and antim atter in the universe.

29
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Figure 3.1: Schematic layout of tho LHC ring with its 8 octants, two-beam pipe design and its 
four insertion regions for experiments [28].
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For two colliding beams, the number of scattering events per second is given by the 
relation:

N  = (jL.

The cross-section, a, is coming from the process nature, but the factor, called luminosity. 
determines the performance of the accelerator. T he luminosity is defined as:

I  _  freyN\N-2
'\~ct j.rr,!

where f reii is the revolution f r e q u e n c y .n u m b e r  of particles per bunch. ax .u arc the RMS 
beam widths and F  is the reduction factor due to the crossing angle. The design luminosity 
is L  = 10Mc m r2s~l . To study rare events large L  is necessary. The luminosity can be 
increased by number of particles in the beams and by reducing vertical and horizontal 
beam sizes.

3.1 The CMS Experim ent

The CMS experiment is designed to measure the energy and momentum of all particles, 
created in a proton-proton collision in the interaction region 5, P5, in the fifth octant as 
shown in figure 3.1. The CMS layout is shown in figure 3.2. CMS is 21.6 m in length and
14.6 m in diam eter and the to tal weight is 14 500 tonnes. According to Ref. |32|, CMS was 
designed around getting the best possible scientific-1 results, and therefore to look for the 
most efficient ways of finding evidence for new physics phenomena.

CMS is an example of a multipurpose detector system used for collider experiments. It 
has an onion structure, where oath sub-detector layer is surrounded by another layer. It 
comprises the following sub-detectors from the innermost layer to the outside: a vertex de
tector, a tracker, an electromagnetic.' calorimeter, a hadron calorimeter and a muon system. 
A solenoidal magnetic field of 4 T ensures excellent particle momentum measurement.

CMS was designed to match the following general requirements:

• precise vertex and secondary vertex reconstruction

• a hermetic hadronic; calorimeter

• a highly precise measurement of jets

• a high resolution electromagnetic; calorimeter for detection and measurement of elec 
trons and photons

• a high performance system for muon detection and measurements,

Additionally, for the diffractive and heavy-ion physics programs, forward detectors are 
installed:

• the CASTOR electromagnetic; and hadronic; calorimeter around the beam pipe,

• Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) for neutrons and very forward photons measurement.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of CMS [32],

Detectors for beam conditions and radiation monitoring (BRM) are installed a t several 
locations inside and around CMS, Near to the beam pipe inside the tracker volume the 
Fast Beam Condition M onitor (BCM1F) is installed. It will be described here in more 
details below.

Each beam may contain 2808 bunches with 25 ns separation. Up to now LHC was 
operated with 1380 bunches per beam and 50 ns separation. One circle of the beam is 
called orbit. Some of the bunches can be left empty. 25 ns bunch spacing is a challenge for 
the electronics design.

LHC provides up to 20 inelastic collisions superimposed within one bunch crossing. The 
number of inelastic.* events requires a high-performance trigger system to select and store 
events interesting for physics analysis. The high flux of particles penetrating the CMS 
required high radiation tolerance of the inner detectors and their electronics.

3.1.1 Tracking System

The tracking system of CMS is composed of silicon pixel and strip detectors, which cover 
several concentric cylinders around the beam pipe |36|. The whole tracker is 5.8 m long 
and 2.6 m in diameter. Starting from the beam pipe, the first 3 layers are silicon pixel 
detectors followed by 10 layers of silicon micro-strip detectors at larger radii. The position 
close to the interaction point. IP, leads to a large amount of particles crossing the pixel 
detector, requiring fine granularity for good tracking and secondary vertex reconstruction. 
The pixel size is 100 by 150 ^m  and micro-strip size is 80 - 180 ^m. Pixel detectors were
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optimized for the position resolution, rate capability and radiation tolerance with minimal 
amount of material. The tracker detector measures charged particles within pseudorapidity 
range |//| <  2.5. Where pseudorapidity is a variable used as spatial coordinate describing 
the angle of a particle relative to the beam axis. It is defined as

where 0 is the angle between the particle momentum p and the beam axis. The tracker 
provides an im pact param eter resolution or approximately 15 /an and a resolution on 
transverse momentum (pr ) of about 1.5% for 100 GeV particles. The tracker was designed 
for operation with a maximum luminosity of 1 • 10 34 cm' ~:s~ 1 and will bo upgraded for 
the high luminosity operation of LHC after 2020 to a higher number of pixel detectors for 
better track resolution.

3.1.2 Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The olectromagnctic calorimeter (ECAL) consists of 61200 lead tungstate fPbW O i) crys
tals in the central barrel and 7324 crystals in each of the two end-caps. It covers a pseu
dorapidity range |ä|| <  3.0. To detect and readout the scintillation light from the crystals, 
silicon avalanche photo detectors (APD) are used for the barrel part and vacuum pho- 
totriodes for the  end-caps. The photo detectors are required to operate in the magnetic 
field. The chosen lead tungstate scintillating crystals for the ECAL have short radiation 
(X0=0.89 cm) and Moliere (2.2 cm) lengths, are fast (80% of the light is em itted within
25 ns) and radiation hard (up to 10 Mrad) [32|. However, they provide a relatively low light 
yield of 30 7 /M 0V. Both, the crystals and the APD are sensitive to tem perature changes 
and need good tem perature stabilization.

In front of the end-caps, a preshower detector is installed for improving olectron-photon 
Separation and 7r° identification. Moreover, it improves the position measurement of par
ticles before they enter the ECAL end-caps. The preshower detector can be considered as 
a sampling electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of two layers. Each layer contains lead 
as absorber and silicon strip detectors as sensitive layer placed behind the lead.

3.1.3 Hadronic Calorimeter

The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) |37| is a sampling calorimeter containing 3.75 mm thick 
layers of plastic scintillators and of 5 .cm thick brass absorbers in the barrel and 8 cm thick 
absorbers in the end-caps |37|. Brass is a non-magnetic m aterial with a short interaction 
length. The scintillator tiles are read out with silicon hybrid photodiodes via wavelength 
shifting fibers. HCAL is subdivided into barrel (HB), outer (HO) and end-cap(HE) HCAL 
parts. In addition, a forward HCAL (HF) is installed in the forward region, see figure 3.2. 
It is using quartz fibers as active media and steel absorber. All HCAL parts except HO are 
located in the solenoid. HCAL has been designed to minimize dead regions to m aintain 
the missing energy measurement performance.

In future upgrade, the HCAL A PD ’s will be replaced by a new photodetcctors called 
Silicon Photo Multiplier (SiPM) |38, 39, 40|. It is a pixel array of Avalanche Photodiodes

=  — In
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operating in Geiger mode. Each pixel th a t has fired due to a converted photon creates a 
single pulse of charge with uniform amplitude. In the end all signals from all pixels are 
added together inside the chip to give a single output being proportional to the number of 
photons. In comparison to APD and hybrid photo detectors (HPD), SiPMs have a high 
quantum  efficiency, high gain and good signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, they are not 
affected by the magnetic field.

3.1.4 Forward Calorimeters

C A S T O R  is a very forward Cherenkov sandwich calorimeter located at 14.3 m from the 
CMS interaction point |41, 421. The main physics goals for operating CASTOR are soft 
QCD and exotic physics studies. CASTOR consists of tungsten absorber layers and fused 
silica (quartz) plates as active medium. The plates are inclined at 45° with respect to the 
crossing particles to increase the collection of Cherenkov light. The readout is realized 
with light-guides transporting the light to radiation hard photomultiplier tubes. CASTOR 
has a cylindrical design with a length of 1.5 m and a diam eter of 60 cm and covers a 
pseudorapitidy range from 5.1 <  <  6.6.

ZDC is the Zero Degree Calorimeter which is compact,, fast, highly radiation resis
tan t with good energy and position resolution |43|. It uses tungsten as absorber planes 
and quartz fibers as active medium. It consists of an electromagnetic calorimeter part 
with tungsten planes located perpendicularly to the beam particles followed by a hadronie 
calorimeter part with tungsten planes tilted a t 45°.

ZDC is intended to measure neutrons and photons a t very low angles. The ZDC is 
located a t the end of the straight section of the beam at P5.

3.1.5 M agnet and Muon System

The CMS magnet is a superconducting solenoid of 13 m length and 5.9 m diameter. It 
generates an almost homogeneous magnetic field of 4 T  in the barrel region of tho CMS 
detector. The inner part of the coil includes the tracking system and the calorimeters. 
Tho iron yoke outside of the magnet returns the magnetic field, yielding a field strength 
of about 2 T inside the iron. The muon detectors are used to identify and measure the 
momentum of muons. They are also essential for bunch crossing tagging and triggering. 
The p r  thresholds are in the range from 1 to 100 GoV. The full system is described in 
Ref. [321.

The slots in tho iron yoke are instrum ented with tho following detectors:

• Drift tubes (DT) in tho barrel cover the pseudorapidity range ffj < 1.2 and work at 
a ra te  < 10 H z/cm 2,

• Cathodic strip chambers (CSC) in tho end-cap covering the range of tho pseudora
pidity 0.9 < |?/| < 2.4. They are chosen due to robust operation in a magnetic field, 
high rate capability and good spatial and time resolution.

• Resistive plate chambers (RPC) in tho barrel and in the ond-caps cover up to |?/|=1.6. 
The RPC are used for the first level trigger du#- to their fast operation.



Chapter 4

’he Beam Conditions and Radiation 
Monitoring System of CMS

At 1 he LHC each proton beam stores an energy of more than 330MJ at nominal parameters 
at 7 TeV [44|. This energy in ease of a beam loss can cause serious harm  to  LHC equipment 
and the CMS detector. The damage on m aterial due to 450 GeV proton beam was tested 
in |45|. The observed radius of damage reached few mm.

To be able to extract the beam without danger to the equipment into the graphite 
absorber (beam dump), abort kicker magnets are installed in the LHC ring (P6). Their 
rumping time is 3 fis, requiring an abort gap in the bunch filling scheme.

The Beam Conditions and Radiation Monitoring System, BRM, [46| aims to measure 
beam conditions in CMS experiment and initiate protection procedures in case of dan
gerous scenarios for the operation of the CMS and LHC. It delivers data readout with 
time resolution from ns to several months. BRM subsystems are working independently 
from central CMS power and data acquisition. The following BRM subsystems are located 
around the CMS cavern and near the beam pipe.

B P T X  - The Beam Pick-up Timing System for Experiments. It consists of two LHC 
beam position monitors (BPM) each comprising four electrostatic button electrodes 
around the beam-pipe |47|. The time resolution is about 50 ps and the amplitudes 
are proportional to the bunch charge intensity. The combination of am plitude and 
tim ing information provides the bunch pattern  measurements. The BPTX system 
is the prim ary reference for triggering on bunches passing through CMS. It is also 
used for triggering several subsystems including the BRM detectors and contributes 
to the global CMS trigger system.

R A D M O N  - RADiation MONitor is an extension of the LHC-wide radiation monitoring 
system for measurements of the ambient radiation dose. RADMOXs measure doses 
and dose rates by using Radiation-sensitive Field-Effect Transistors, RadFETs, and 
Static, random-access memory, SRAM. A R.adFET measures the hadron flux and a 
SRAM measures the single event upset (SEL') in the memory.

B C M 1L  - Beam Condition Monitor 1 are current monitors installed in the tracker volume 
close to the beam pipe. Each of eight monitors contains a polycrystalline CVD 
diamond sensor of 1 cm2 area Bitch. The current through sensors is proportional to

35
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the flux of particles. It is placed at about 5 cm radius around the beam pipe to 
measure the particle flux. In case the measured current is above the abort threshold, 
it will initiate the abort signal, which will be sent to  the control room to trigger a 
beam dump.

B C M 2L  - Beam Condition M onitor 2 has 4 diamonds mounted at about 5 cm radius, and
8 diamonds at 28 cm radius at the rear side of HF. All diamonds are polycrystalline 
CVD diamond and current through the sensors is monitored as in BCM1L. The 
BCM2L is providing the control room also by the beam abort signal.

B SC  - Beam Scintillator Counters are scintillator tiles located on the front and rear of HF. 
This system was installed to provide a crosscheck of the beam tim ing and a trigger 
for p-p scattering events at low luminosity. The scintillators are not radiation hard 
and the system will be replaced with BHC.

B H C  - Beam Halo Counter - scintillator counter under development for the BSC replace
ment after the LHC shut down 2013-2014.

B C M 1F  - Fast Beam Conditions M onitor 1 uses single crystal CVD diamond sensors with 
a fast amplifier for bunch by bunch monitoring of beam halo particles and collision 
products.

Table with the location of the BCM subsystems is shown below:

Subsystem Position Z Function Sampling time M aterial
RADMON Throughout the CMS 

cavern
Monitoring Is R adFET and 

SRAM
BCM1L Pixel Volume, ±1.8?n Protection 5 fti pCVD diamond
BCM2L At the rear of HF, 

±14.4-m,
Protection 40 ßs pCVD diamond

BSC (old) In front of HF, 
±10.9m, 1 1. \m

Monitoring bund) by bunch Scintillators

BHC (new) In front of HF Monitoring bunch by bunch Scintillators
BCM IF Pixel Volume, ±1.8?n Monitoring bund) by bunch sCVD diamond
BPTX 175 m from IP 50 ps electrostatic

electrodes

For one of the subsystems, the Fast Beam Condition M onitor - BCM1F, the operation 
was monitored over the 2011-2012. The system performance of the full system is reviewed 
in the following chapter. Studies for the use of BCM1F as a luminosity monitor will be 
shown in the chapter 5.

4.1 he Fast Beam  Conditions M onitor at CMS

Beam Conditions Monitors are used to prevent damage in the inner detector system in 
case of dangerous beam conditions. Previous experiments at KEK, SLAC and Fermilab
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Figure 4.1: Location of the BCM1F diamonds inside the CMS tracker volume

used current monitors similar to BCM1L and BCM2L |48|. |49|. Single crystal particle 
diamond counters were used for the first tim e in the ZEUS experiment at HERA |50|.

BCM1F at CMS was developed for measuring both beam losses and collision prod
ucts 1511. For the first time single crystal diamond sensors are used.

The size of diamonds is small, what allows to install them  near to the beam pipes 
at 5.5 cm radius, as shown in figure 4.2. Two subsystems of four modules were installed 
on both sides of IP a t the distance of 1.8 m from IP. Each module contains a scCVD 
diamond sensor, radiation hard front-end electronics and an analog optical readout of the 
signals. All modules arc positioned in a plane perpendicular to the beam-pipe as shown 
in figure 4.2. Each module is shielded by an aluminum box. The boxes are mounted on 
carbon fiber carrier structures shown in figure 4.2. The module locations are marked as 
up, down, far and near with respect to the LHC plane. These abbreviations are used for 
labeling of the modules.

Incoming and outgoing particles are considered relativistic and circulate around the 
LHC with speed of light. The time of flight of relativistic particles between the IP and 
each sensor plane is of about 6 ns and 12 ns between the two planes. The position of 
the BCM1F is chosen to  be optim al in terms of time separation between incoming and 
outgoing particles of the beam halo |52|.

4.1.1 scCVD Diamond Sensors

BCM1F comprises 8 single-crystal CVD diamond sensors (scCVD). These sensors have 
100% charge collection efficiency and allow to count MIP signals. They are characterized 
by very low leakage current at room tem perature. The dimensions of the sensors are 
5x5x0.5 m m 3. The square metallization size is 4.7x4.7 mm both sides. In addition, they 
also fulfill the time resolution requirements for resolving bunches.

In the table 4.1 a mapping is given between the positions of the modules, the labeling 
of the transmission lines and the ADC channels.

The system has to be robust and simple because there is no cooling and access to the 
BCM1F during operation.
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Figure 4.2: Left: The components of a BCM1F module. A single crystal diamond sensor (top), 
a front-end ASIC (middle) and a complete module (bottom). Right: Photo of the; 
installation of BCM1F modules around the beam-pipe inside the CMS detector.
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ADC Channels Position Side/Num.
0 -Z top 1/1
1 -Z far 1/2
2 -Z bottom 1/3
3 -Z near 1/4
4 ^ Z  top 2/1
5 ^ Z  far 2/2
6 —Z bottom 2/3
7 —Tj near 2/4

Tabic 4,1: The position of the BCM1F modules, the label of the transmission lines and ADC 
channels.

4.1.2 BCM1F Electronics

Each diamond is connected to a radiation hard charge sensitive preamplifier ,JK16 |53|, 
produced using 0.25 /an CMOS technology. The front-end has of about 1 nF input virtual 
capacitance and a 60 mV/fC charge gain. For a 5 pF detector capacitance, measured noise 
is about 700 e~ equivalent noise charge (EXC). The peaking time is 22 ns |52j. The gain 
and the laser driver bias current cannot be programmed. The input polarity and the laser 
driver bias setting were set to obtain the best dynamic; range on each module.

The output signal is transm itted to the counting room over an analog optical chain ]54j 
developed for the CMS tracker. The JK16 single ended output is AC coupled to the custom- 
designed Linear Laser Driver ASIC (LLD) |55|. Single fibers from the lasers are connected 
to an interconnecting patch panel and afterwards single fibers merges into a 12-fiber ribbon 
cable which is going to the counting room. There each ribbon connects directly to a 12- 
channel analog optical receiver, which is converting optical signals back to analog. From 
the optical receiver, the signals are split by a fan-out module and the copies are sent to an 
ADC and to discriminators. An ADC of type CAEX V1721 is used. It contains 8-channels, 
cäch containing a flash ADC with 500 M Samples/s sampling frequency. The memory per 
channel is 2 MB. The ADC can be triggered internally or externally. It can read out up 
to 45 consecutive beam orbits or a corresponding number of user definable time intervals. 
The information is read out via an on-board optical link and da ta  is processed in a PC. 
Since the ADC has fast sampling, precise time measurements are possible, for example, to 
emulate a TDC, as it will be described in the following section.

The signals after the discriminators are split again and counted with a V560 scaler from 
CAEN and digitized with m ulti-hit capable TDC ¥767 from CAEX with 20 bit dynamic 
range and 0.8 ns least significant bit, LSB, resolution. The TDC and the scalers are read 
out via a VME-bridgc.

Test pulses feeded in the preamplifier were used for a system functionality chock and 
performance monitoring.

A schematic of the complete back-end is also shown in figure 4.3. The .sealer deliver 
on-line count rate for each channel which are displayed in the CMS and LHC counting 
rooms. The TDC arrival time is m apped in an orbit time interval. Data is collected over 
several 10 minutes to obtain count rates for colliding and non colliding; bunches. A lookup
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tabic, LUT, is located between TDC and scalers and provides each of them with a copy of 
signals and veto signals to stop reading signals when the TDC buffer is readout. There is 
a new readout histogramming unit, RHU. It histograms hits in bins of 6.25 ns (4 per 25 ns 
bx) over the entire orbit for a configurable number of orbits, for each of the 8 B CM lF 
channels. It also collects postm ortem  information to analyze signals recorded before the 
beam dump signal appeared. It is being developed to be a part of the B CM lF DAQ system 
after the upgrade. The docum entation is available in Ref. |56|. The XIM to ECL converter 
is providing a (•hange of signal from standard NIAI to ECL and opposite. The box with the 
so called beam-gas logic contains Multiple Gate & Delay Modules, MGD, and scalers. The 
MGD modules has been developed to measure beam halo and albedo rates. The gating 
selects detector signals in specific? time slots relative to the bunch dock: collision products 
6.25 ns after bunch crossing, beam gas for each beam 6.25 ns before/after non-colliding 
bunches and albedo rate just before start of a bunch train.
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Bunch Disposition in the LHC. SPS and PS 

_____________LHC (1-Ring) = 88,924 us__________
3-batch 4-batch

SPS = 7/27 LHC

PS = 1/11 SPS

72 bunches 
25ns spacing

Filling Scheme

3564 = {[{72b + 8e) x 3 + 30fc] x 2+[(72b + 8e) x 4 + 31 e]} x 3 
+{[(72b + 8e) x 3 + 30e] x 3+ 81e}

Beam Gaps
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Tj = 8 missing hunches (SPS Injection Kicker rise time = 220 ns.)

-T, = 38 missing bunches (LHC Injection Kicker rise time = 0.94 |is.) 

t4 = 39 missing bunches ( " )
ts = 119 missing bunches (LHC Dump Kicker rise time = 3 us.)
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Figure 4.4: LHC proton filling sheme

4.2 Bunch Structure

The filling scheme of LHC. mapped on one orbit, is shown in figure 4.4. Each proton 
beam at full intensity will contain 2808 bunches. Each bunch contains 1.15xlOn  protons 
at the s ta rt of nominal fill. The LHC is fulled with bunches using the pre-accelerators 
PS and SPS. The 72 bunches from Proton Synchrotron, PS, are combined into a batch 
and injected into the Super Proton Synchrotron, SPS. Then three or four batches from 
the SPS are injected into the LHC and form trains. Gaps between the trains and batches 
are specified with ti ,23,4,5 in figure 4.4. The filling scheme allows to have 3564 bunches 
to circulate in one orbit. I11 2010-2012, LHC operated with 50 ns bunch spacing. 1380 
bunches were colliding in CMS.

As BCM1F is fast enough to distinguish between bunches, the expected bunch structure 
is im portant. BCM1F allows to detect halo particles and collision products. Since the time 
difference between halo particles of incoming bunches and collision products is about 12 ns, 
for their separation a time resolution of a few ns is needed. The intrinsic time resolution 
of BCM1F will be discussed in the section 4.6.

The ADC with fast sampling can provide tim ing information. The orbit clock is used 
as a trigger to read out the ADC. Each recorded signal is analyzed by applying a fixed 
threshold and number of the samples over threshold. The first sample over threshold defines 
time of signal arrival. The number of samples over threshold times sampling frequency 
define time over threshold. Figure 4.5(a) shows a distribution of the arrival time obtained 
from the ADC data mapped 011 a full orbit. Figure 4.5(b) shows a zoom into a tra in  of 
36 bunches separated by 50 ns. Figure 4.5(a) shows the batch structure of the LHC over
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Figure 4.5: Example of the bunch structure of LHC, observed with ADC at 17.08.2011, Fill 2030. 
Right. - zoom into a train comprising 36 launch*«.
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Figure 4.6: (a) The BCMlF safer rate as a function of time, showing LHC stages, (b) The 
BCMlF scaler rate as a function of time; after the; beams were dumped.

2011-2012 as a combination of two and four trains. The gap at the left side in figure 4.5(a), 
around 5000 ns, is the so (.'ailed abort gap of 3 //.s. The measurements were done at 13-th 
September 2011 for a bunch fill scheme 1380 bunches and 50 ns between bunches.

Every LHC cycle follows an order of sequences |57|. The tasks within a sequence th a t 
are related to  a specific? activity are grouped into sub-sequences. The main sequences are 
called: injection, ram p, flat top, squeeze, stable beams, unstable beams and dump.

After injection the beams are accelerated, whereas the magnets are ram ped up to 
keep the beams on the nominal orbit. The sequence flat top is the interim period when 
the acceleration is finished and all injected bunches are circulating in the rings, but not 
colliding jet. The next sequence are squeeze and stable beams. In this sequences the beams 
start to  collide.

In figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) the B CM lF rates are shown for the successive LHC se
quences [581. Data from the flat top sequence will be used later for intrinsic time resolution 
measurements of BCM lF. The stable beams sequence, in figure 4.6(a) called “luminosity”, 
is used for taking data in the CMS experiment. The count ra te  as a function of time de-
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Figure 4.7: (a) Part of one LHC orbit measured by the flash ADC of BCM1F. (b) Example signal 
observed with the ADC.

creases, as expected, during the stable beam phase, since the transverse sizes of the beam 
grow, leading to a decrease of the luminosity. Figure 4.6(b) shows the count rate after the 
beams were dumped. The slight drop with time attribu ted  the de-activation of the m ate
rial. It was fitted with two exponential, obtaining effective decay constant of 34 minutes 
and 40 hours.

The count rate was forwarded to the LHC control room as so called background 1.

4.3 Signal Processing with the ADC

The ADC data analysis provides an understanding of tho performance of the full system. 
Each signal is recorded with 2 ns sampling. An example of BCM1F data recorded in 2011 
with the ADC is shown in figure 4.7(a). It contains signals from the particles th a t crossed 
the diamond sensor in the displayed time interval. Signals are appearing not each 50 ns 
due to the small area of the diamond sensor. In figure 4.7(b) one particular signal is shown 
with baseline, signal am plitude and threshold definitions.

For the signal processing several steps are defined. Firstly, the baseline has to be 
determined when there are no signals from particles crossing the detector. During LHC 
operation the baseline is determined in the time window of the abort gap. It is obtained 
as the mean value of a certain amount of samples. Then an algorithm for peak finding is 
applied |59|. When the-ADC values in several samples are over the predefined threshold, 
the signal candidate is found. Then the number of ADC samples over the threshold is 
counted and the signal len gth  is defined. Only signals above a predefined length are 
accepted, what rejects noise. The signal am plitude is defined as the difference between the 
signal maximum and the baseline value.

In figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) are shown examples of saturated signals recorded from 
different channels. The saturation is caused by the limited dynamic.' range of the laser 
diode. The fraction of such signals is only a few percent.
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Figure 4.8: Examples of saturated signal observed with the ADC, proton run, Fill 1966

The da ta  recording is made via ROOT Threes. ROOT is an object-oriented program 
and library developed by CERX. The ROOT hie contains the following formations: 
E vent - a number of an orbit clock trigger or a self trigger or the any other pulse given as 
a trigger for the ADC.
C hannel - is the channel number from 0 to 7, as described in table 4.1.
E ventH eader - are variables storing headers of each trigger.
B aseM ean  and BaseSigma are the calculated mean and standard deviation values of the 
baseline.
N  - the number of samples measured with the ADC.
D ata  - is an array containing the ADC values for N samples.

4.3.1 Signal Shape Function

For the signal description a signal shape function for a CR-RC shaper can be used. CR-RC 
pulse shaping is the most used technique, for the BCM1F preamplifier JK16 and later to 
the FE ASIC for the forward calorimeters, and is performed by sending the signal through 
a cascaded CR differentiator and CR integrator. In this way the signal is filtered at low 
and high frequencies, what results in an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. The high- 
pass filter is often implemented by a CR component and the low-pass filter by a RC. The 
duration of the pulse is defined by the CR-RC shaper components and differentiator, Td, 
and integrator, time constants. The signals recorded by the ADC can be parametrized 
as |60|

s(t) = Vo——— [fiW -  e ^ ] ,
Td ~  n

where Vo - is proportional to the signal amplitude. For equal tim e const ants Td — n

s{t) = - V 0- e ^ ,  (4.1)
T

where r  is the time rise of the signal. An example of a fit using equation 4.3.1 for signal 
sampled by the ADC is shown in figure 4.9(a). More detailed calculations arc shown in 
apendix B. This method was applied for the BCM1F signal fitting and later for the test
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Figure 4.9: (a) The MIP signal example in blue and fit by the function, of equation 4.1, in red.
(b) The rise time obtained from the fitting signals with the signal shape function of 
the 100 orbits.

beam data analysis. This method is not sensitive to the baseline shifts. The resulting time 
rise of signals for the B CM lF are shown in figure 4.9(b). The mean rise time was obtained 
to be 15 ns. It is slightly less than  it was described for the B CM lF JK16 ASIC before.

4.3.2 Signal Baseline

The baseline is estim ated from the samples taken during the 3 ßs abort gap, where no 
signals are expected. In this time window, the baseline is calculated as the mean value of 
100 samples for each event. Calculating the baseline for cach trigger separately results in 
the blue dashed distribution of figure 4.10(a). Averaging the baseline over 100 triggers, the 
red full line distribution is obtained. The la tter shows a narrower distribution. This affects 
the amplitude calculations too, what can be seen in figure 4.10(b). T he pedestal, MIP 
and saturation peaks are sharpened and the MIP pear can be better determined for the 
baseline calculations for 100 triggers. This is explained by the enhancement of statistics 
and reducing influence from the rarely appearing signals in the abort gap due to activation 
of the m aterial in the CMS. Hence, mean baseline is defined as the mean value of the 
baselines from the last 100 triggers.

4.3.3 Baseline Monitoring Tool 2011

A special DAQ program, called Baseline Monitoring Tool (BMT). was developed |59|. The 
average value over a full ADC buffer of about 4 Msamples is calculated. The result is saved 
in a text file. A histogram is created showing the baseline as a function of time over a 
period of several months as shown in figure 4.11. The baseline value is send every 5 minutes 
to  the CMS control room. Baseline measurements in presence of collisions are shifted due 
to signals measured in the 4 ßs window. A decrease of 5% is seen in this time window. 
Breaks between measurement were due to different reasons like DAQ updates and power 
cuts in CMS.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Distribution of baseline values, blue - single trigger baseline, red - averaged base
line over 100 triggers, (b) The amplitude spectra for different baseline definitions: 
blue - single trigger baseline, red - averaged baseline over 100 triggers.
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Figure 4.11: The baseline monitoring results examples over 2011. Decrease of 5% over 3 months.

There are studies done to investigate the baseline dependence on the tem perature. An 
example of this dependence is shown in figure 4.12 1611. The baseline of 8 channels and the 
tem perature measured in the pixel detector are shown as a function of tim e over about 10 
days. One can see th a t the baseline value is anti-correlated with the tem perature.

4.4 Spectra of Signal Am plitude

In figure 4.13 an amplitude spectrum is shown for channel 0. measured in May 2011. It 
shows a sharp pedestal, a peak corresponding to the expectation for a relativistic particle, 
hereafter called M IP signal, and a saturation peak due to  the limited dynamic range of 
the laser diode. The minimum amplitude, measured by the peak finding algorithm is 0.1 
ADC counts.

The length of signals over threshold is a quantity to discriminate noise from signals 
by applying a threshold. Another quantity to reduce the noise is the signal amplitude. 
Varying the thresholds of both quantities signals can be analyzed.

Figure 4.14(a) shows the signal amplitude as a function of the signal length for low am
plitude and signal length thresholds. The red spot around 70 ns signal length corresponds 
to  MIP signal particles. At larger signals the signal length increases. The amplitude is 
saturated for signals longer then 150 ns. Figure 4.14(b) shows a zoom in figure 4.14(a), 
where three spots of enhanced signal density are visible with similar amplitude, but signal 
lengths of about 70, 125, 175 ns. The spots correspond to overlap of two or three signals 
arriving each 50 ns. Similar figures for other channels are shown in appendix A.

Figure 4.14(c) was obtained with an amplitude threshold of 3 ADC counts and 10 ns 
signal length threshold. The increase of the signal am plitude threshold reduces the signal
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Figure 4.12: The baseline and tho temperature measured simultaneously at the. pixel detector as 
a function of time.
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Figure 4.13: Example of signal amplitude spectrum observed with ADC, channel 0, May 2011
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Figure 4.14: Example of signal amplitude vs length of the signals observed with ADC in channel 0 
(a) at full range, (b) first zoom in signal length, (e) Example of the signal amplitude 
vs length for amplitude threshold of 3 ADC counts, (d) The signal amplitude as a 
function of the signal length for flat-top LHC sequence.

length. The red spot on figure 4.14(c)shows th a t the signal length is around 40 ns. In
creasing the threshold of the signal am plitude also the amount of overlapping signals is 
reduced.

Using da ta  from the flat-top sequence of the LHC, as shown in figure 4.14(d), over
lapping signals are not visible since the count rate is low, and hence the probability for 
overlapping signals.
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4.4.1 Constant Fraction Discriminator Emulation

Constant Fraction Discriminators, CFD, are used in order to reduce the time walk. Time 
walk appears for fixed threshold discriminators when the amplitude of signals varies. The 
principle of CFD is splitting the input signal in two parts. One part is attenuated by 
a factor X and subtracted from the delayed input pulse. The amount of delay can be 
adjusted. The resulting bipolar signal crosses the baseline at a constant time with respect 
to the s ta rt of the pulse.

To improve the time resolution of the BCM lF system a constant fraction discriminator 
was emulated using ADC data. The signal am plitude was determined first with the peak 
finding algorithm and '&§■ amplitude was used to find arrival time for the sample higher 
than 50% of the signal amplitude. Figure 4.15(a) shows the signal amplitude as a function 
of signal length for the constant fraction discriminator emulation at 50%. W ith increase of 
the signal amplitude, the signal length is staying constant up to an am plitude of 60 ADC 
counts. Then signal length increases due to signal am plitude saturation. Figure 4.15(b) 
shows a histogram of the signal length with mean value 43.96 ns and sigma 3.63 ns. All 
plots shown are for channel 0 of the ADC. O ther channels exhibit similar behavior.

4.5 Comparison of ADC and Discrim inator Threshold  
Scans

Threshold scans are used to find a threshold for the discriminators to count efficiently 
signals and not, or only little, noise. The scalers are counting the number of signals per 
second, here after called rate, for all 8 channels. The discriminator thresholds were varied 
with 2 mV step and the rates were measured for each threshold.

A threshold scan for discriminators is shown in figure 4.16(a). It shows for the 8 B CM lF 
channels the rate as a function of the applied threshold in the discriminators. The rates 
are slightly growing with reducing thresholds and at low thresholds are growing fast due 
to the noise. The threshold values just after the noise is used for the discriminators for the 
rates counting in B CM lF and presented in table 4.2.

An independent determ ination of the thresholds is done using the signal spectra ob
tained from the ADC as shown in figure 4.13. The spectra were integrated from the max
imum bin value to zero ADC counts. The distribution obtained is shown in figure 4.16(b) 
for all B CM lF channels. There are similarities in the behavior of all channels, especially 
in channel (-Z far and +Z bottom ). The calibration factor used for comparison of ADC 
measurements and discriminator measurements is 4.6 mV per 1 ADC count |62|.

The results for the optim um  thresholds for discriminators performs either with a thresh
old scan or using the ADC spectra are listed in the table 4.2. The values obtained are almost 
equal. Small difference are due to the ADC binning of 4.6 mV. There is an offset between 
the values set by the software and by the hardware of the discriminators. These offsets are 
presented in table 4.2.
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Figure; 4.15: (a) Example; of signal amplitude; as a function of the; le;ngth at 50% of amplitude;
threshold observed with ADC, channel 0. (b) The; signal le;ngth at 50% of the; signal 
amplitude threshold.
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obtained from the ADC data analysis. Measurements were; performed in November 
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Position -Z top -Z far -Z bott. -Z near ^ Z  top ^ Z  far ^ Z  bott. +Z near
Discr. settings -10 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -14 -8
Discr. offset -7 -7 -7 -7 -6 -6 -7 -6
Discr. real -17 -15 -15 -15 -14 -14 -21 -14
ADC thr. 14 14 14 14 14 14 19 14

Table 4.2: The; threshold values obtained from the threshold scan for the discriminators and from 
the ADC digitized signals amplitudes. Thresholds are given in mV.

4.6 Intrinsic Time Resolution

An essential feature of BCM1F is tho possibility to assign halo particles and collision 
products to a single bunch. For this purpose a time resolution of about few nanoseconds is 
needed. For measuring the time resolution of BCM1F usually halo particles are used from 
non-colliding bunches. In 2008 this measurement was done with low statistics |52|. The 
intrinsic time resolution was found to be 1.3 ns. The measurement was done using two 
BCM1F modules on the opposite sides of interaction point at the same azimuthal angle. 
To repeat the measurement of the time resolution, several techniques were used and will 
be explained below.

4.6.1 Test Pulses Measurements

First measurements were done with test pulses injected into the input on the FE-eleetronics. 
The test pulse, generated by a pulse generator, has rectangular shape with a duration of 1 fis 
and 1 V amplitude. The response from signals were digitized by the ADC. An example of 
a response signal is shown in figure 4.17. Test pulses were applied to all BCM1F channels 
and the arrival time of the response signal was measured. The measured arrival time 
distribution for one channel is shown in figure 4.18(a). The distribution is fitted with 
Gaussian and the standard deviation was measured to be 6.14 ns. Then the test pulse 
itself was fed into the ADC and digitized, and the arrival tim e of the digitized test pulse 
was determined. The distribution of the difference between the test pulse response signal 
arrival time and the test pulses reference time is shown in figure 4.18(b). The distribution 
is fitted with Gaussian. The standard deviation was measured to  be 1.34 ns. The difference 
is explained by the jitte r  appearing due to the randomly arriving trigger in respect to the 
ADC clock.

4.6.2 Measurements with Halo Particles

To measure the time resolution including tho sensor, halo particles from non-colliding 
bunches circulating in LHC parallel to the beam pipe wore used during the flat top stage. 
The constant fraction discriminator emulation was applied to determine signal arrival time 
as described in section 4.4.1.

Using the orbit trigger, signals in two sensors a t the same azimuthal angle and different 
sides almost in coincidence arc searched for. The difference between the two time mea
surements must bo about 12 ns as estim ated from tho distance between modules of 3.6 m.
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BCM1F, Test Pulse Signal Response, 30 Aug 2011 : Channel 3

Figure 4.17: Test, pulse signal response, 2011, channel 3.
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Figure; 4.18: (a) Test pulse ix;sponse signal arriving time distribution for one channel, measured 
in respect to processed ADC trigger .inner clock, (b) Intrinsic time resolution of one 
BCM1F module; with respe;ct to test response signal arrival time;.
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Tho quantity, A t,
A t  =  i2 — t\

was calculated, where t.\ and t -2 arc arrival times of halo particles in the two BCM1F 
channels in the same azimuthal angle on opposite sides of IP, and filled in a histogram. 
The result is shown in figure 4.19. Since halo particles are circulating in both directions, 
two peaks are observed at -12  ns and L2 ns.

The distributions of A t,  as shown in figure 4.19, were fitted with a Gaussian. The 
width is obtained to be cr(At) =  2,2 ns. a ( A t ) can be expressed as:

W ith the assumption th a t the two channels have the same time resolution, atl =  crt2 =  ^t, 
the time resolution for each channel is:

The intrinsic time resolution of BCM1F results to 1.55 ns, slightly larger than  the value 
obtained using test pulses.

4.7 Aging M onitoring

The performance of the readout chain was investigated using test pulses. Test pulses are 
fed into the FE-electronics with a pulse shape described in section 4.6.1. The ADC is 
triggered with a pulse delayed by a constant time with respect to the test pulse and signal 
from all channels are digitized. These measurements were done in 2011-2012 and compared 
with measurement in 2009. The amplitudes of the test pulse response signals are calculated 
as the difference between the signal minimum and the baseline. Firstly, the baseline was 
calculated in the window before the test pulse response signals and then the minimum of 
the signal was determined. In figure 4.20(a) the test-pulse response signal amplitude is 
shown as a function of the integrated luminosity in 2011 for all BCM1F channels. In 2011 
the decrease for BCM 1 F channels was only a few ADC counts.

Figure 4.20(b) shows the result of the measurements including data from 2012 for 
channel .3. In addition in figure 4.20(b) the baseline for the same channel is displaj-ed. The 
test pulse response signal amplitude decreased by 15% and the baseline decreased by 22% 
over 2011-2012  years.
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Figure 4.20: (a) Amplitudes of signals as response to constant test pulses as a function of the 
integrated luminosity over 2011 for all channels, (b) The amplitudes of signals as 
response to constant test pulses as a function of the integrated luminosity over 2011- 
2012 overlayed with the; baseline values for channel 3 of the ADC.



Chapter 5 

Luminosity Measurements with BCM1F

Introduction

The luminosity measurement is im portant for all high energy experiments. It is a charac
teristic of the accelerator performance. The luminosity is needed to determine the cross 
sections of physics processes. In this chapter the luminosity measurements in CMS will be 
described and the measurement of the luminosity bunch 'bjf bunch with BCM1F will be 
introduced. Systematics effects found in studies of the ADC data  will be shown.

5.1 Luminosity at CMS

At the LHC the luminosity is measured to monitor the LHC’s performance in real time 
and to provide an overall normalization for physics analyses. The design goal for the real 
time measurement is to determine the average luminosity with a 1 % statistical accuracy 
in 0.1 s |33|. For the offline analyses, a design goal for the systematic accuracy of less then 
5% was given.

For the luminosity measurements processes with known cross section can be used. At 
the LHC pp to ta l cross section or the production rates for W ’s and Z’s are examples. How
ever, to calculate these crass sections models are used with large uncertainties. Therefore 
Van-der-Moer scans were used to calibrate the luminosity, by measuring crT, cry, the trans
verse beam widths, and the number of interactions per BX. corresponding to a certain 
luminosity. Then, once it is calibrated, from the number of interactions per BX, the ab
solute actual luminosity can be obtained. This m ethod is used for HF, BCM1F and pixel 
detector for the luminosity measurement.

The three main measurement techniques for the off-line luminosity are:

1 measuring the flux of collision products in the very forward region using the forward 
hadron calorimeter (HF)

2 counting pixel (.'lusters in the pixel detector |63|

3 counting the number of reconstructed vertex’s using the pixel and strip tracker de
tectors 1631

59
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CMS provides both “delivered” and “recorded” luminosity. The delivered luminosity 
refers to the luminosity delivered by the LHC. The recorded luminosity includes only the 
luminosity used by CMS. The delivered and recorded luminosities arc ideally equal, but 
in case the CMS detector is unable to take data  for short time, the recorded luminosity 
is lower, as shown in figure 5.1(a) for recorded and delivered luminosities in 2012. Fig
ure 5.1(b) shows the delivered luminosity by LHC in the years 2010-2012, illustrating the 
enourmous im portant of the LHC performance with time.

For a real time luminosity measurement up to 2011 only the HF was used. The pixel 
detector can not be used for the on-line luminosity measurements, because it is slow. 
In addition, a bunch-by-bunch monitoring, which is useful for accelerator diagnostics is 
im portant. This needs a system to provide information in real-time and independently 
from the CMS DAQ operation.

Since B CM lF counts collision product rates, it is potentially able due to its excellent 
time resolution for the luminosity measurement in the bunch by bunch mode. In addition, 
it allows to determine the luminosity in short time intervals, e.g. minutes or seconds. The 
final normalization of the luminosity for BCM lF is based on Van-der-Meer scans, which 
determine the size of the colliding beams and thus the luminosity with minimal reliance 
on simulation.

5.1.1 HF Luminosity Measurements

The CMS forward hadronic calorimeter provides on-line and off-line luminosity measure
ments. The first on-line technique is based on “zero counting”, described later in sec
tion 5.1.3. In this m ethod the average fraction of empty calorimeter towers is used to 
infer the mean number of interactions per bttncll crossing. The second exploits the linear 
relationship between the average transverse energy per tower and the luminosity. To avoid 
non-linearities the HF is limiting the coverage to four azimuthal (2n) rings in the range
3.5 : |?)| : 4.2 |65|.

As a cross check on the HF-based online luminosity monitor, three offline algorithms 
are used. The first one is based on energy depositions in the HF. The second is using 
tracking and vertex information and the third is counting clusters.

The “Vertex Method” requires th a t at least one vertex with at least two tracks be found 
in the event. The z-position of the vertex is required to lie within 150 mm of the center 
of the interaction region. This m ethod provides good efficiency for minimum bias (MB) 
events, while suppressing non-collision backgrounds to the few per mil level. |66|.

5.1.2 Pixel Luminosity Measurements

The pixel cluster, counting (PCC) m ethod uses pixels in the inner part of the CMS detec
tor |67|. The number of pixels is of about 7 x 107. Only a small fraction of pixels is fired 
even at ’pile up ’ of several events per bunch crossing. The number of hit pixel clusters 
are searched for in each bunch crossing. Each p-p interaction results in a certain number 
of pixel clusters, Npi:relj inter. Then the number of clusters after a bunch crossing can be 
expressed as:

( N d u s te r ) ( N p ix e l / in te r )  ( N in te ra c tio n ) =  ( ^ in te r a c t io n )ß p i
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CMS Integrated Luminosity, pp, 2012, d s =  8 TeV

Data included from 2012-04-04 22:37 to 2012-12-16 20:49 UTC
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Figure 5.1: (a) The; delivered luminosity in 2012 versus time; (yellow), and the recorded one by 
CMS (red) during stable beams and for p-p collisions at 8 TeV centre-of-mass energy 
in 2012. (b) Delivered Luminosity versus time for 2010, 2011, 2012 (p-p data only). 
Cumulative luminosity versus day delivered to CMS during stable beams and for p-p 
collisions. Lhis is shown for 2010 (green), 2011 (red) and 2012 (blue) data-taking [64].
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whore tho average number of interactions per bunch crossing is denoted by ßp. The re
lationship between the interaction cross section. ainteraction, the instantaneous luminosity. 
dL /d t, and ßp is

_  in teraction A L

^P Ilhc At ’ 
where Jlhc =  11,246 Hz is the revolution frequency of the LHC.

Then the definition of an effective pixel (.t o s s  section is defined as:

dL t
^ c lu s te r  O’interaction  ( -^c ln s te r)  fh H C  ( 77 )at

The Van-der-Meor scan, described in the section 5.1.4, is used for the calibration of the 
method.

5.1.3 Zero Counting Algorithm

The number of interactions per bunch crossing for a given set of beam param eters follows 
a Poisson distribution. Then the probability of a number of interactions, n, is given by.

This relation allows to determine the average number of interactions when the probability 
th a t there is no interaction, p(0), is measured,

H = — Z??,[p(0)| =  — ln[ 1 — p{>  0)]

For the case of BCM1F, p(0) is defined as the probability th a t there are no hit in the eight 
diamond sensors.

There are several other combinations which can be considered:
X O R + :  Requires hits on the ^ z  end and no hits on the -z side.
X O R - :  Requires hits on the -z end and no hits on the ^ z  side.
A N D  : Requires hits on both the ^ z  and -z sides.
O R  : Requires hits in any of the -J« or -m sides.

From each of these logics a quantity p, is defined. The following expression is fullfilled.

ßOR =  ßAND  +  ßXOR-  +  l'XOi: ■

The advantage of using different logics is th a t each has a maximal sensitivity in a different 
luminosity regime.

5.1.4 Van-der-Meer Scan

The luminosity of an accelerator is given by

L = f i n e  N iN 2K  J  plf ( r  -  A r , t ) p l f{ r , t )  d3rdt, (5.1)
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whore K  = y j(v i2 -  v22)2 — is the Mollor kinematic relat.ivist.ic factor [68], c is the
speed of light, iV12 are the number of particlos in the colliding bundles all moving with the 
common velocities f m c  is the frequency of collisions and Px$(r,t) are the normalized 
particle densities in the laboratory frame. The absolute value of the luminosity or the 
cross section a n  be measured by separating the beams in the transverse plane by A r 
and by monitoring a collision ra te  as a function of A r. This m ethod was proposed by 
Van-der-Meer more than 40 years ago and was originally proved in Ref. |69| for arbitrary 
beam shapes and parallel beams.

In ideal circumstance with ne colliding bunches circulating in the accelerator the fol
lowing relation can be used:

j _  »hfl. IK .'I'
O inelastic

where (Jineiastic is the inelastic scattering cross-section and p is the average number of 
interactions per bunch crossing:

_ (if)
«§

where {N ) is the average number of interactions per orbit.
The average number of interactions per BX can be perfectly measured, but inefficiencies 

might occur and pmeasured = £ ß, where efficiency, e, allows for detector systematic.1 effects.
The luminosity calibration is necessary for converting the measured pmeasured value to a 

luminosity. For this purpose, the Van-der-Meer scan is used. It relies on making measure
ment of p, as a function of the horizontal and vertical beam displacement. Equation 5.1 
can be rewritten in the following form:

/- =  fl . lir  .V|A2/\ J  (>il.r.t/)i>2[.r.tj)tl.nltj.

where pi,2(x, y) is the particle density of the beams as a function of the transverse distance 
from their respective centers. Assuming th a t there is no correlation between the beam 
density in the x and y directions, the above equation can be re-parametrized in terms of 
the effective beam width.

I3t  =  [27t / p i(x)p 2{x)dx - l

=  ['27r J  p i(y)p2 ty)dy} \  

and the luminosity reads in the following form:

fh H C  N i N -2L

BCM1F was used in all VdM scans in 2012 to determine Ej. and Ey. An example of 
the results observed in April is shown in figure 5.2. Three separate scans were performed 
independently in the x and y directions. For each step of the beam separation, the rate a t 
the detector is measured giving the dependence the value p on the beam separation. The 
distribution is fitted with two Gaussians, from which the quantities £ r and T,y are derived.
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Figure 5.2: Data gathered during the April 2012 VdM scan. The data is fit with a double Gaussian 
plus constant where the single Gaussian components are shown in red and green, the; 
constant in blue, and the combined result, is in black. [70]

5.2 System atics due to Detector

In the discriminators used in BCM1F constant thresholds were set 1711. If a fast shift in tho 
signal baseline occurs, the next signal might be not seen by the system as it will not have 
sufficient amplitude to pass the threshold. Therefore the number of hits in the detector 
can be underestim ated. Tho following effects will be discussed:
T im e under threshold , TU T: The front-end ASIC needs a certain tim e to return to  tho 
baseline after a signal is amplified. This time is dependent on tho signal amplitude and 
whether the front-end electronics was saturated. In addition, tho overlapping of several 
consecutive signals makes the time under threshold longer. This will be discussed in the 
section 5.2.1.
O vershot signals: There wore signals with large am plitude above saturation found. For 
these signals an overshoot was observed. In case an overshoot occurs, signals during the 
overshoot have a reduced probability to be detected. To estim ate this effect, high am plitude 
signals were studied in the laboratory to param etrize tho shape of the overshot signal.

5.2.1 Saturated Signals Characterization

There is a small fraction of Saturated  Signals as shown in section 4.3 in figures 4.8(a) 
and 4.8(b). These are high amplitude signals appearing in tho diamond sensor and saturate 
the front-end electronics. Saturated signals cause overshoot and shift tho baseline for a 
few micro seconds. During this time tho system can become blind for tho following MIP 
signals. This decreases the hit counting efficiency.

To model tho overshoots of signals measurements in the laboratory have been done with
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one module of BCM lF. Test pulses with an am plitude of 0.22, 0.44, 0.88, 1.34, 1.94, 2.76, 
3.46 V were applied. Obtained signals are sown in figures 5.3(a), 5.3(b), 5.3(c), 5.3(d) and 
5.3(e).

The tail of the overshoot signal was fitted with exponential function using the formula 
Y (x )  = a +  b ec*ar. The decay time constant is determined between -0.0005 and -0.0007, 
corresponding to 1 . 4 - 2  ßs.

The amplitude of the overshoots is correlated to  the tim e over threshold measured 
as shown in figure 5.4(a). In addition, the overshoot signal length as a function of the 
saturated signal length is shown in figure 5.4(b). Above a certain signal length the overshoot 
amplitude grows almost linearly with the pulse length of the signal in saturation. Due to 
limited dynamic range of the laser driver, the overshoot am plitude also can saturate similar 
to amplitude of signals. This also causes dead tim e of the system due to large shift of the 
baseline.

5.2.2 Dead Time vs Luminosity

Interesting is now to estim ate the fraction of long signals and also a possible dependence 
on the luminosity. The la tter is suggested since the luminosity measured using B CM lF 
drops faster down over one physics fill, than the measurement of the HF. In figure 5.5(a) 
the definition of the time under threshold, TUT, and the tim e over threshold, TOT, is 
illustrated. In figure 5.5(b) the sum of time over threshold and time under threshold is 
shown as a fraction of one LHC orbit as a function of the collision rate. It shows a linear 
dependence, hence it is concluded th a t also the dead tim e of B CM lF depends linearly on 
the luminosity.

5.3 One Bunch D etection Probability

The probability to detect a hit from a certain bunch depends on the detector geometry, the 
radiation degradation and the luminosity. It is defined as the number of detected particles 
in the chosen bunch divided by the number of orbits. To reduce the effect of a baseline shift 
due to overshoots only the first bunch in the first and second train are considered. These 
bunches arrive after the abort gap and are therefore much less affected by inefficiencies 
caused by signals from preceding bunches.

Figure 5.6 shows the one bunch detection probability for one B CM lF channel as a 
function of the instantaneous luminosity measured by HF. The da ta  was fitted with a 
linear function and the residuals between the data and linear fit are shown below. The 
measurement was done over a long LHC fill to cover a large range of luminosities. Figure 5.7 
shows for the remaining 7 B CM lF channels the one "bunch detection probability fitted by a 
linear functions. This measurement demonstrates th a t B CM lF can measure the luminosity 
in a very large range.
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Figure 5.3: Test pulse shapes measm-ed in the laboratory with applied test pulses of 0.22, 0.44,
0.88, 1.34, 1.94, 2.76, 3.46 V amplitude. The baseline overshoot tails were fitted with 
an exponential function.
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Figure 5.4: (a) The overshoot signal amplitude as a function of the saturated signal length, defined 
as a time; over threshold, (b) The overshoot signal length as a function of the; saturated 
signal length, defined as a time over threshold.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Example of a saturated signal with TUT and TOT definitions, (b) Undershoot 
and TOT fraction of the LHC orbit as a function of the collision rate obtained from 
HF.
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Figure 5.6: One bunch detection probability as a function of the instantaneous luminosity mea
sured by HF. The detection probability is measured for tho leading bunch in each 
orbit.
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Figure 5.7: One bunch detection probability for all BCM1F modules as ft function of tho instan
taneous luminosity measured by HF. The hit probability is measured for the loading 
bunch in each orbit.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Example of the instantaneous luminosity as a function of time measured by HF 
(blue) and BCMlf (green), (b) The ration between measured' instantaneous luminosity 
by HF and BCMlf as a function of time.

5.4 BCM 1F Luminosity M easurement

BCM1F performed successful measurements of instantaneous luminosity in 2012. The 
studied systematics effects were taken into account for the corrections. Figure 5.8(b) 
shows the instantaneous luminosity measured as a function of time by HF and BCM1F. 
The ratio between these two measurements is shown in figure 5.8(a). In the beginning 
of the fill BCM1F shows a slight overestimation of the luminosity. This effect is under 
investigations for the BCM1F upgrade.

There is a new BCM1F system is under preparation to be installed over the 2013-2014 
shut down of LHC. The new BCM1F system will contain 24 diamonds, which will be 
possibly metallized with two pads. The final number of channels will be 48. The front-end 
ASIC specially will be developed to deal with inefficiencies due to overshoot signals. The 
laser driver will be shifted away from the beam pipe to  reduce the radiation damage. In 
addition, the tem perature sensor will be installed to correct the gain due to tem perature 
jumps. The back-end electronics will be upgraded too. The fixed threshold discriminators 
will be replaced by the constant fraction discriminators to get better tim e resolution. The 
new readout histogramming unit, RHL;, discussed in section 4.1.2 is now under developing 
for histogramming full orbit w ithout any dead time. In the end, new BCM1F system 
will provide CMS with luminosity measurements with reduced inefficiencies, which were 
studied over the present BCM1F system over 2011-2012.
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Chapter 6

Very Forward Calorimeters for a 
Detector at the International Linear 
Collider

The International Linear Collider, ILC, will be the next generation collider for high energy 
physics experiments. It. will consist of two superconducting linear accelerators to accelerate 
and collide electrons and positrons a t 500 GeV center of mass energy with the opportunity 
to go down to 200 GeV. An energy upgrade would allow ILC operation up to 1 TeV. The 
aim is to measure very precisely the properties of the Higgs boson and any other new 
particles th a t may or not be discovered by the LHC.

These discoveries are expected to lead to a new understanding of what the universe is 
made of and how it works. The ILC will give (.‘leaner signatures with less background for 
the relevant processes than  the LHC. This chapter describes the two experiments SiD and 
ILD. In detail the forward region of the ILD will be discussed. Two calorimeters. LumiCal 
and BeamCal will be introduced.

6.1 he SiD and ILD D etectors for ILC

Two detectors, called ILD and SID, shown in figure 6.1, are designed using complementary 
technologies. Only one of them can be placed in the interaction region. Hence a push-pull 
regime is foreseen for data taking. When one detector takes data  maintenance can be done 
for the other. To match the requirements from physics both detectors are designed for 
unprecedented performance for vertexing, tracking and je t measurement. Both detectors 
will apply the partie ll flow concept for je t energy measurement.

6.2 The Requirem ents on the ILC D etectors

The ILC provides a broad spectrum of physics opportunities, which the detector must be 
prepared to address. These include detailed studies of the Higgs sector, Top production 
at threshold, di-boson production, measurement of SUSY particle features, and other new 
physics often motivated by alternative models. Each of these creates its own particular set

73
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Figure 6.1: ILD and SiD detectors in push-pull mode.

of requirements. In general,, the detectors have been designed to cover the requirements 
for all such possibilities, over the full range of center mass energies |72|.

These requirements for are summarized in the following:

• Jet Energy Resolution
Excellent je t energy resolution is required for ILC detectors. For this purpose, the 
Particle Flow Algorithm, PFA, was developed. This technique is taking into account 
th a t charged particles can be measured with superior precision in the tracker. The 
depositions from the charged particles in the calorimeters will be removed and the 
remaining depositions are assigned to the neutral particles, e.g.photons and neutrons. 
The je t energy and direction is then obtained from the tracks and the neutral parti
cle depositions in the calorimeter. The PFA needs highly segmented calorimeters to 
avoid confusion between individual particle depositions. Xew detector technologies 
and new reconstruction algorithms enable the needed energy measurement preci
sion of 3 to 4 percent for 100 GeV jets, set by the requirement to separate W and 
Z di-jet final states 1721« These requirements lead to 1000-times better granularity 
and 2 times better resolution of calorimeters in comparisson to the LHC calorimeters.

• Track Momentum Resolution

To reconstruct the Higgs boson, in the Higgs-strahlung process, high requirements 
are. set to the charged track momentum resolution. The recoiling Higgs boson mass 
is reconstructed from the Z boson decajdng into a lepton pair. A high magnetic 
field is required and a high precision tracker with a minimum of material. In the 
Ref. 1721, the recoiling Higgs boson mass was shown to be reconstructed precisely 
with Ö p /p 2 «  5 • 10-5 GeV-1 . Compared with a LHC tracker, this requirement
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leads to 6 times less m aterial and 10  times better resolution than the tracker of the 
LHC experiments.

• Vertex Resolution

A new generation of vertex detector is required for the flavor tagging and the quark 
charge tagging. For this purpose new sensors were designed and developed. A fast 
read out is im portant due to high occupancy of the vertex detectors leading to high 
power. In addition, low mass for detectors and their support structure are required. 
An advantage of ILC is the low duty cycle and this allows power pulsing reducing 
the heat load and the need for the cooling. For most of tho technologies air cooling 
is considered to be sufficient.

As a result, Higgs branching ratios and quark asymmetries will be measured with 
sufficient accuracies to test the Yukawa couplings of the Standard Model.

A large amount of soft e+e~ pairs is produced at the interaction point due to beam
strahlung at small polar angles. A special Detector Integrated Dipole magnet is used, 
called anti-DID, to guide a large fraction of particles out of the detector.

These e+e~ pairs are a challenge for the very forward calorimeters. The depositions 
near the beam pipe approach a MCy per year. Hence radiation hard sensors are needed. In 
addition, high energy electrons and positrons must bo detected in the forward calorimeters 
for background suppression in new particle searches. This feature will be discussed later 
in detail.

6.2.1 SiD Detector Concept

The SiD detector is shown in figure 6.1 on the right side. It is a compact detector for 
precision measurements. The name points to the choice of a full silicon tracker. To obtain 
the necessary particle momentum measurements precision a solenoidal magnetic field of 
5 T is foreseen. The tracker is surrounded by a finely segmented silicon-tungsten sandwich 
electromagnetic calorimeter, which is surrounded by a highly segmented sandwich hadronic 
calorimeter with steel absorbers and glass resistive plate chambers as sensors. Both tracker 
and calorimeters arc located within the magnet. Then magnetic field is returned by the 
iron yoke, which is instrum ented with muon detectors. The forward region will be in
strum ented with two special semiconductor-tungsten sandwich calorimeters LumiCal for 
precise measurement and BeamCal for fast estim ation of the luminosity.

6.2.2 ILD Detector Concept

The ILD detector shown on the left side in figure 6.1. It is a slightly larger detector, since at 
larger radii particles within a je t can be better spatially separated. A solenoidal magnetic 
field of 3.5 T is chosen. The calorimeters arc also located inside the magnet. The magnet 
flux is returned through the iron yoke is also instrum ented with muon detectors.
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The tracker is a combination of a large-volume time projection chamber (TPC) and a 
silicon tracker. The TPC  will provide up to 224 space points per track. It efficiently sep
arates tracks and precisely reconstructs particle momenta. The silicon tracking detectors 
will be located inside and outside of the TPC. This will increase the momentum resolution 
and helps in linking the vertex detector to the TPC  and in predicting the im pact point of 
a track in the ECAL.

The calorimeters are playing an im portant role in the ILD for the reconstruction of 
the event properties. Both the electromagnetic and the hadronie calorimeters are finely 
segmented.

The ECAL is a highly segmented sensor-tungsten calorimeter with small cell size to 
provide up to 30 samples in depth. Two sensor technologies are considered: silicon or scin
tillator. The HCAL is also highly segmented sandwich calorimeter with steel absorber and 
small (.'ell size of two possible technologies, scintillator tiles or gaseous detectors. Calorime
ters are surrounded by a large volume superconducting coil.

In addition, the detector is completed by two cylindrical and radiation hard calorimeters 
in the very forward direction. The Forward calorimeters are used to make the ILD hermetic. 
They measure precisely the luminosity and provide an on-line luminosity measurements 
for the collider.

An iron yoke, instrum ented with scintillator strips or RPCs, returns the magnetic Flux 
of the solenoid, and at the same time, serves as a muon filter, muon detector and tail 
catcher, |73].

6.3 Calorimeters Technologies

6.3.1 Electromagnetic Showers Development

Calorimeters are divided into electromagnetic and hadronie ones. Both types use particle 
showers for detection and energy and position measurement of particles. Showers initiated 
by hadrons (protons, pions etc.) are distinctly different from electromagnetic showers 
which as« initiated by electrons or photons. BeamCal and LumiCal are electromagnetic 
calorimeters. The processes essential for the shower development are brem strahlung and 
pair creation. For example an electron radiates a brem strahlung photon, which converts 
to an e+e~ pair, which then also radiate brem strahlung photons and so on.

The longitudinal development of a shower is governed by the high-energy part of the 
cascade. When the particle energies are below the critical energy the brem strahlung cross 
section drops and the number of particles in the shower starts  to decrease. The remaining 
particles dissipate their energy by ionization and cxcitation.

C ritical E nergy , E c , of an electron is the energy at which the main energy loss 
mechanism changes from radiation losses to ionization losses. Above the critical energy, 
brem strahlung is the dominating process for electron energy loss.

For the shower development, the following variables are essential:

R ad iation  L ength  - X 0 - is a characteristic of a material. It is the distance over which 
a high-energy electron loses \  of i t ’s energy by bremstrahlung. It is equal to 7/9  of
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the mean free path of a photon for pair production |5|. Tungsten is characterized by 
a very small radiation length, X o=0.3504 cm.

M oliere R adius - R m - is a characteristic of a m aterial defining the transverse dimension 
of the electromagnetic showers. It is the radius of a cylinder containing on average 
90 % of the shower energy and is related to  the radiation length X0 by:

Rm = 0.0265Xo( Z +  1.2),

where Z is the atomic.- number of the material. A small R m is im portant for the 
shower position measurement and the shower separation. For the full calorimeter, 
the Moliere radius estimation can be done by a simulation.

Shower d ep th  - is approximately param etrized as:

ln{E o/E c)X  = Xn
ln( 2)

Shower m axim um  - the depth in the m aterial, where the number of particles in the 
shower stops increasing.

6,3.2 Types of Calorimeters

There are several techniques to build calorimeters driven by the detectable signal, which 
are scintillation, ionization and Cherenkov radiation. The generated signal should be 
proportional to the energy of the initial particle. By the active material, calorimeters can 
be divided to  following types:

• Solid-State calorimeters: charged particles create electron-hole pairs in material. Ex
amples arc germanium and silicon crystals.

• Cherenkov calorimeters: The medium is a transparent m aterial and relativistic elec 
trons and positrons in the shower generate Chcrenkov photons. To obtain an electrical 
signal photo-sensors are needed. An example is a lead-glass calorimeter.

• Scintillation calorimeters: The medium is a m aterial in which charged particles pro
duce light via fluorescence. Examples are BGO, Csl and PbW 04.

Noble-liquid or gas calorimeters: The medium is a noble gas (Ar, Kr, Xe) operated 
at low tem perature. Both ionization and scintillation signals can be collected.

Calorimeters are distinguished between homogeneous and sampling calorimeters. A 
hom ogeneous calorim eter is one in which the entire volume is sensitive and contributes 
a signal. A sam pling calorim eter is one in which the m aterial th a t produces the particle 
shower is distinct from the m aterial th a t measures the deposited energy. Typically the 
two materials alternate. For sampling calorimeters heavy absorbers are used to obtain 
small X Q and Moliere radius. Although their energy resolution is worse than the one of 
homogeneous calorimeters, they are relatively easy to segment longitudinally and laterally. 
In addition, they have better position resolution and particle identification.
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Figure 6.2: ILD very forward region with LumiCal, BeamCal and Pair Monitor.

6.4 Very Forward Region of D etectors

In the very forward region of both detectors at ILC two calorimeters are foreseen - The 
Luminosity Calorimeter (LumiCal) for the precise luminosity measurement and the Beam 
Calorimeter (BeamCal) for the fast estimate of the luminosity and for beam tuning. Both 
calorimeters extend the polar angular (.'overage of the detector, im portant for example for 
single high energy electron or positron detection. They are designed as cylindrical sensor- 
tungsten sandwich electromagnetic calorimeters (.'entered around outgoing beam-pipe. The 
scheme of the forward region of the ILD is shown in figure 6.2. The BeamCal also shields 
the inner detector systems from back scattered low energy electrons and photons.

The luminosity measurement is based on Bhabha scattering, e+e~ —> e+e~ (j) . To 
match the physics benchmarks, an accuracy of better than  10 -3 is needed a t a center-of- 
mass energy of 500 GeV |74| and of better than 3 x 1..ÖT3 at 3 TeV For the GigaZ option 
of the ILC an accuracy of 10-4 is needed, |75|. To reach these accuracies particularly 
challenging requirements on the mechanics and position control for LumiCal arise. The 
small Moliere radius allows a robust electron shower reconstruction. For BeamCal single 
high energy electrons and positrons have to be reconstructed on top of a large background 
of low energy electrons and positrons originating from the Beamstrahlung.

Special FE electronics is needed for forward calorimeters. Due to the high occupancy 
in the forward calorimeters, they must be readout after each bunch crossing. At the ILC, 
each bunch train  comprises 2820 bunches separated by 308 ns and followed by a 199-ms 
idle period.

6.5 Lum inosity Calorimeter

6.5.1 Luminosity Measurement

LumiCal provides the experiment with a precise luminosity measurement. The luminosity 
is necessary to perform cross-section measurements. If for an investigated process a number
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of events, N B, is counted, the cross section, erg, is obtained as:

N b  , * , >(7g =  — , (6.1)

where L is the luminosity.
The luminosity at colliders was treated in the section 5.1.4. The precision of the beam

parameters, crx and a.y. and the number of particles ill the bunch is not sufficient to  reach
a precision of the luminosity measurements of 10-3 . Therefore a gauge process, Bhabha 
scattering, is used. Its cross section can be precisely calculated from the theory. The 
luminosity can be calculated from counting the number of Bhabha events, Ng, and using 
the calculated Bhabha cross section, crB . using equation 6.1.

Bhabha scattering e+e_ -?> e+e-  includes 7  and Z° exchange in s- and t-channel.

e+  e+  g>+
(a) S’diannol (b) t-diaunel

Figure 6.3: The leading order Feynman diagrams of the Bhabha scattering process.

The cross-section for Bhabha scattering a t Born level reads:

cIctb Q'2 1 + cös(9/2) ^cos4(9 /2) 1 + cos29
d.Q 2s s in 4 (9 /2) ^ s in 2 (9/2) ^  2

where y fi  is center-of-mass energy, a  the fine structure constant and 9 the scattering 
angle with respect to the electron beam direction.

For low scattering angles this expression can be approximated as:

daß 2 ir/a2 sind  32?r a 2 1
d,9 s sinA(9 /2) s 93

Due to the step drop of the cross section as a function of 9 the lower threshold must be 
controlled very precisely.

6.5.2 LumiCal Design

Two LumiCal detectors will be located on both sides of the interaction point. Each 
calorimeter is a barrel silicon-tungsten sandwich calorimeter consisting of 30 layers. Each 
tungsten plate will be of one radiation length thickness. The LumiCal sensors have been 
designed and m anufactured by Hamamatsu Photonics. The sensor thickness is 0.320 111111. 
It is made out of n-type silicon bulk material. The pitch of the concentric p — pads is 
1.8 111111 and the gap between two pads is 0.1 111111. The sensitive region is from 80 111111 up
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to 195.2 mm in radius. The bias voltage for full depletion ranges between 39 and 45 V, 
and the leakage currents per pad are below 5 nA. Pad capacitances were measured to be 
between 8 pF for the smallest pads and 25 pF for the largest pads |76|. The front-end 
electronics will be located at the outer radius near to the sensors. There are also space for 
readout cables, cooling and alignment system foreseen. The proposed design overview is 
presented in figure 6.4(a).

6.6 Beam  Calorimeter

BeamCal is a sensor tungsten sandwich calorimeter, positioned just outside the boam- 
pipes. Due to crossing angle, the beam-pipe for the incoming and outgoing beam are split. 
Hence two holes in the center of the BeamCal are needed. It will will sit behind LumiCal 
about 3.45 m from the IP, as shown in figure 6.2.

At ILC we have to tackle a new phenomenon - the beamstrahlung. Beamstrahlung - is 
generated when electron and positron bunches cross and squeeze due to their magnetic, field, 
the so called pinch effect. It enhances the luminosity. However, electrons and positrons 
radiate photons. A fraction of these photons converts in the Coulomb field of the bunch 
particles creating low energy e+e-- pairs. The photons and a large fraction of the pairs are 
radiated a t very low polar angle and escape in the beam pipe. A fraction of the pairs escape 
at larger polar angle and deposits their energy after «ich bunch crossing in BeamCal. An 
advantage is tha t these depositions may be used to estim ate the beam param eters |77, 781. 
The disadvantage is in the high radiation dose of about one MGy per year in th§- sensors 
close to the beam-pipe.

The design of the BeamCal was optimized by Monte Carlo simulations |14|. BeamCal 
has sandwich structure of 30 layers with cylindrical geometry. Each layer consist of 3.5 
nun thick tungsten, 500 ftm  sensitive m aterial like GaAs or diamond. The fan-out is used 
for tracing signals from sensor pads to the FE electronics, positioned at the outer radius.

In front of each BeamCal a 10 cm cylindrical graphite block is located for shielding the 
inner detectors from back scattered low energy electrons and photons.

The requirements on the sensors are stable operation under high electromagnetic.' dose, 
good linearity over a dynamic range of about 104, very good homogeneity, and fast response.

6.7 Front-End Electronics

All detectors in the very forward region have to tackle relatively high occupancy, requiring 
special front-end electronics. The readout will work in two modes, the standard data  
taking (SDT) mode, used for normal data taking for the shower readout, and the detector 
calibration (DCal) mode, used to measure M IP signals. At the ILC subsequent bunch 
crossings, separated by 300 ns, have to be read out and resolved. A power dissipation can 
be reduced by readout the calorimeters within 300 ns and to switch off the power between 
bunch trains. There are two ASIC developments for the forward calorimeters. Both of them 
can be applied for both for the LumiCal and BeamCal. They will be discussed below. As 
the front-end technology for the LumiCal is more advanced, it was used for the prototypes 
development and was tested on the test beams, which will be shown in the chapter 8 .
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(a) (b)

Figure? 6.4: (a) - LumiCal design with silicon sensor segments shown in green, tungsten structure;
in purple and, in yellow, the mechanical frame for the; required stability, (b) - BeamCal 
design - half cylinder with graphite; block in front in grey, senses' segments shewn in 
cyan and readout electronics in blue. In orange, the mechanical support is shown.

6.7.1 LumiCal Front-End

Figure 6.5(a) shows the scheme of tho Front-End ASIC. The ADC ASIC block diagram is 
shown in figure 6.5(b). Both FE ASIC and ADC ASIC were developed in 350 nm AMS 
technology |79, 801.

The FE ASIC comprises a charge sensitive amplifier, a pole-zero cancellation circuit 
and a shaper. The peaking time is 60 ns. There are switches allowing to  change the resistor 
and capacitance values of the feedback circuit leading to different gains. The preamplifier 
and shaper can  work in two gains, called “High” and “Low”. This leads to four combination 
of gains later investigated in the test beam and called “HighHigh”, “HighLow”, “LowHigh” 
and “LowLow”

In each prototype FE ASIC chip 8 channels are included, where the first 4 channels 
have a passive feedback with resistors R f, Rv, and the second 4 channels use MOS tran 
sistors 18 1 1, for the feedback.

Thee electronics is placed on thin 2 mm aluminium plates working also as a heat sink.

6.7.2 BeamCal Fi*ont-End

The front-end and ADC ASIC are designed and developed in 180 nm mixed-signal tech
nology following a different readout concept. Since a train  of about 3000 bunches within
1 ms is followed by a 199 ms idle period at ILC, the signals from all pads are stored in an 
analog memory and digitized and readout after tho train  is over.
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mode mode

(b)

Figure 6.5: (a) The; schematics of one FE ASIC channel, (b) The block diagram of one; ADC 
ASIC chip.

For the BeamCal front-end electronics the expected pad capacitance were estim ated to 
be about 9 pF for a pCVD diamond or 20 pF for Silicon or GaAs sensors |82|. Additional 
capacitances will come from the copper traces on the fan-out th a t connect pads to the 
front-end electronics. In the initial BeamCal specifications, the maximum input signals 
were specified to be about 36.9 pC in the SDT mode, and 50 times smaller in the DCal 
mode.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: (a) - The Scheme of the Bean prototype, (b) - Microphotographv of the Bean proto
type.

The BeamCal instrum entation integrated circuit. Bean, is designed and prototypes are 
available. The-scheme of the Bean prototype is sown in figure 6.6(a). Two channels have 
10-bit outputs for standard data taking, and an additional 8-bit output with the sum of the 
outputs of all channels, for beam diagnostic purposes. A microphotography of the Bean 
prototype is sown in figure 6.6(b).

To process the signal charge a t the ILC pulse rate, the Bean uses switehed-eapaeitor 
filters and a slow reset-release technique'. Each channel has a 10-bit successive approxima
tion analog-to-digital converter. The Bean also features a fast feed-back adder capable of 
providing a low latency output for beam diagnostic purposes. Currently there are studies 
ongoing for 3-channel prototype of the Bean built to validate the concept. The final goal 
is to build the final device with 32 channels.



Chapter 7

Simulation Studies of the Beam 
Calorimeter

One goal of the BeamCal is the detection of high energetic electrons on top of the large 
background from beam strahlung pairs. A high detection efficiency is im portant for new 
physics searches at ILC |83|. The high background in the central part of BeamCal requires 
an optimisation of the sensors segmentation to  obtain the highest efficiency for single 
electrons shower reconstruction.

To estim ate the efficiency of single electron reconstruction, a (duster finding algorithm 
was written and applied for several segmentation schemes. This chapter is summarizing the 
BeamCal simulation studies for different ILC beam param eters and different segmentations.

7.1 ILC Beam  Parameters

Beam param eters of the ILC are under continuous discussions since years. Modifications are 
the result of considering cost reduction, improved understanding of system functionality, 
more robust design and re-optimized R&D plans. The current param eter set was optimized 
for an center-of-mass energy of 500 GeV to reach the design luminosity of 2 x 1034 cm -2 s- 1  
with low cost. Two recent sets of mashine param eters are given in table 7.1, which are 
called RDR and SB2009.

E m ittan ce  is a property of a charged particle beam in a particle accelerator and is a 
measure of how much phase space a beam takes. The~ vertical and horizontal emittances 
are Y and X projection of the ellipse size of the beam.
Tho B eta  Function  is related to the transverse size of the particle beam as a function of 
the coordinate along the nominal beam trajectory.

The SB2009 has two param eter sets for 500 GeV centre-of-mass:

N o T F : Pushing the bunch crossings into a high-disruption regime, which results in 
a luminosity of approximately 1.5 x 1034 cm- 2s_1. The energy loss due to  beam strahlung 
of 4% is higher than the RDR nominal value by a factor of 1.6 but is still significantly less 
than the maximum RDR value of 5.5%.

83
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500 GeV RDR SB2009
min nominal max with TF no TF1

Bunch population x 10 10 1 2 2 2 2
Number of bunches 1260 2625 5340 1312 1312
Linac bunch interval ns 180 369 500 530 530
RM bunch length 200 300 500 300 300
Normalized horizontal 
emittance at IP

mm-mrad 10 10 12 10 10

Normalized vertical 
emittance at IP

mm-mrad 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.035 0.035

Horizontal ß  function at IP mm 10 20 20 1 1 1 1
Vertical ß  function at IP mm 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.48 0.2
RMS horizontal 
beam size at IP

nm 474 640 640 470 470

RMS vertical 
beam size at II3

nm 3.5 5.7 9.9 5.8 3.8

Vertical disruption param eter 14 19.4 26.1 25 38
Fractional RMS energy 
energy loss to beam strahlung

% 1.7 2.4 5.5 4 3.6

Luminosity 1034cm _2s_1 2 1.5 2

Table 7.1: Beam parameters of the ILC. The; RDR parameters compared to SB2009 parameters 
( TF refers to Travelling Focus) [84]

W ith  T F : A second approach relies on a technique known as a traveling focus, whore 
the focus a t tho interaction point is adjusted along the bunch length. It allows the \rertical 
beta function to bo reduced below the bunch length, -which leads to  higher luminosity, and 
compensating for the faetor-of-two reduction due to the lower launch number. Crucial for 
tho BeamCal is th a t tho beam strahlung is higher than for the RDR nominal param eter 
values.

7.2 Simulation tools

7.2.1 Beamstrahlung at the ILC

At the ILC the boamstrahlung will be a crucial for the detectors. Beamstrahlung is a 
radiation from particles deflected by tho magnetic-' field when two bunches cross each other. 
The power radiated by a beam electron is |85|

2 e2 9 9 P =  ^ 2 P 2
e  r» 9  o  I 1 1■ > m ,c A

whore F  =  e(E  +  cßB) is tho Lorenz force.
There are several variables to describe beamstrahlung:
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1. Critical Frequency

our
373c

where p the bending radius of the beam particles trajectory  and 7  is the relativistic factor

E Beam
in.

2 .Often a param eter T, which is a ratio of the critical photon energy, huc, to the beam 
energy is used instead.

2 fiw 5 N&l'-y 
I  = —-

3 -Ebeam 6 <y.(7z (K(Tx 7  <7y)
where az ,a x ,a y are the bunch dimensions and X the number of electrons in the bunch.

3. Averaged number of beam strahlung photons per incoming beam particle -

N.y «  2.12 a N r ‘ * =
+  Vy y /l 7  T 2/3

4. And averaged energy loss per incoming panicle ■

r eiV27  1
h crz (crx +  ay) (1 7  1.5T2/3)2

Real and virtual photons can interact with individual particles inside the bunch to 
produce incoherent e—e- pairs by

1. the Breit-Wheeler process 7 7  —>• e+e~

2. the Bethe-Heitler process 'je —f <?ee.

3. the Landau-Lifshitz process ee —p eeee,

7 e ~

Figure 7.1: Processes of incoherent pair creation.

7

e —— —- e

(c) Landau-Lifshitz

and by interaction with collective field of the bunch to produce coherent pairs. The la tter 
process is strongly dependent on T and plays a role at multi-TeV colliders.

In the magnetic field of the bunch e+sT pairs are deflected and hit BeamCal. The 
generation of beam strahlung pairs is provided by the software package guinea pig described 
below. Studies on the beam strahlung pairs distributions are discussed in Ref. |14|.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: (a) BeamCal segmentation with 23 rings of almost equal size; pads, (b) BeamCal 
segmentation with 20 rings of pads growing with radius. BeamCal is centered around 
outgoing beam pipe - the key hole in the center leaves space for the incoming beam 
pipes.

7.2.2 Guinea Pig

For the simulation of the bunch crossings guinea pig(GP) software is used |86|. Input 
param eters for C P are the number of particles per bunch, the energy of the particles, 
vertical, horizontal and longitudinal boam-sizos, omittances and offsets. The output file 
“pairs.dat” contains e+e~ pairs created by beamstrahlung: the energies, momenta and 
initial coordinates of each particle at tho interaction region of the ILC.

An example of the input param eters in the acc.dat file is shown below:
% A C C E L E R A T O R  :: ilc.SB2009 

{energy  =  250.0; particles =  2.0; 
ax =  470.0; ay — 5.8; 
em it I =  10.0;- m ill,, =  0.035; 
sigm az =  300.0; 
f  rep =  5.0; nb = 1312 ; 
chargeSign =  —1.0 ;d is tz =  0.0;
o f f *  t ,  =  0 .0 ;  o f f s e t y  =  0 .0 ;
w aistx = 0 .0; w aisty = 0.0;
}

7.2.3 Beam Calorimeter Simulation Tool - BeCaS

For the fast simulation of BeamCal a software package, BeCaS |87], was used. BoCaS 
is based on Geant4 and includes a detailed geometry and m aterial description of sensors 
and absorbers and a simplified description of the surrounding detectors. A solenoidal 
magnetic field including an anti-DID field |88, 89| inside and around the detector is applied 
for particle tracking. The beam crossing angle is 14mrad. The BeamCal is positioning 
at z=3550 111111 centered around outgoing beam. The inner and outer radii are 20 and
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Figure 7.3: (a) The; result of BeCaS simulation of one bunch crossing deposited energy from the 
beamstrahlung pairs with SB2009 ILC beam parameters with an overlayed 250 GeV 
electron shower deposited energy, (b) The; Nominal beam parameters at 500 GeV cms 
one bunch crossing deposited energy from the beamstrahlung pairs simulation results 
from BeCas with an overlayed 250 GeV electron shower deposited energy. Both plots 
show the sum of deposited energy in 30 layers of BeamCal.

165 mm. respectively. In depth, the calorimeter comprises 29 absorber disks of 1 X0 
thickness interspersed with sensor planes. A 10 cm thick graphite block is positioned just 
in front of BeamCal. An additional sensitive layer in front of the calorimeter is called Pair 
Monitor. The sensor planes are made of 0.3 mm diamond with gold metallization, a kapton 
foil of 0.1. mm thickness and a 0.05 mm air gap. The tungsten disks outer radius is equal 
to the sensor outer radius.

A sketch of two sensor segmentations studied is shown in figures 7.2(a) and 7.2(b). The 
segmentation with equal pad size uses the following relations.
The inner. B4- 1 , and outer, Ri, radii dimensions of pads are calculated as:

Ri = Ri— i +  di?,

where i is number of the radius and dR  is the radial pad size. It is calculated by the 
following expression:

R outliei' R in n e tdR
-brings

where iVpads is a number of pads in the radial dimension of the BeamCal. The polar angle 
is calculated differently for each ring depending on the number and sizes of pads. In the 
second segmentation the radial pad size is growing with the radius following the relation:

R% =  Ri— 1 if ARj 

dR = aR \ ,

where a= 1.1099 and R 1 is the innermost radius of the BeamCal. The angular segmentation 
is constant, dO =  const. The equal sized segmentation has 73620 pads for two calorimeters 
and the radially growing segmentation 70560 pads.

An example of one bunch crossing simulation is shown in figure 7.3(a) for 500 GeV 
nominal beam param eters and 7.3(b) for the 500 GeV SB2009 beam parameters. The
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Figure 7.4: (a) Longitudinal distributions of the energy deposited in the calorimeter. The energy 
deposition in the diamond layers caused by the background from ILC Nominal beam 
parameters (black), SB2009 ILC beam parameters (blue) and by the 250 GeV (red) 
are shown, (b) The spectrum of the shower electrons and positrons at 6Xo for one; 
bunch crossing [17].

deposited energy from the beam strahlung pairs in the sensitive area of the calorimeter is 
summed over 30 BeamCal layers and is shown using the color scale given in the figure. The 
single high energy electron shower deposited energy in the sensitive layers of BeamCal is 
summed over 30 layers and superimposed on top of the beam strahlung pairs depositions 
from one bunch (.Tossing.

7.3 Cluster Reconstruction Algorithm

Typical longitudinal distributions of the energy deposited in the calorimeter are shown in 
figure 7.4(a) for pairs and single high energy electron. The deposited energy was simulated 
for one bunch crossing as a function of the layer number for two beam parameter: SB2009 
in blue, RDR. nominal in black color. The maximum of the longitudinal development of 
electromagnetic showers of beam strahlung pairs for both param eter sets is around the 6th 
layer. A typical energy spectrum  of the electron and positron in the shower is shown for 
one bunch crossing inside the sixth sensor layer in figure 7.4(b). A typical, energy of the 
shower particles is about 10 MeV. For SB2009 beam param eters more beam strahlung pairs 
are created and the deposited energy in BeamCal is higher for SB-2009 than  for nominal 
RDR beam param eter set.

In addition, the deposited energy from a single electron of 250 GeV is shown in red with 
the scale on the right side. The maximum of the shower development for a single electron 
is around the 1 1 th layer.

The single high energy electron or positron showers are propagating almost parallel to 
the axis of the detector. For the search of a shower, pads in different layers, but at the same 
radius and azimuthal angle are grouped into rows of up to  30 pads called tow ers. To accept 
a tower 10 and more consecutive pads with non-zero deposited energy after the 5th layer 
of the BeamCal are necessary. The tower with the maximum deposited energy is called
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Figure 7.5: Number of towers found with different requirement on the number of consequent pads 
(tho upper line correspond to 4 pads in the raw required, then each line down was 
obtained with 2 pads more required to be in the tower)

a seed  tower. Surrounding towers of the seed tower are attached to it to form a cluster 
candidate, A cluster candidate is accepted if it contains two and more neighboring towers. 
In case of a shower core development on the border between two or more towers and if one 
of the neighboring tower contain 90% or more of seed tower energy, further neighboring 
towers are searched for and added to the d u fte r. For every cluster, the deposited energy 
and radial and polar angle coordinates are calculated as an energy weighted average. In 
case a cluster candidate found, algorithm starts to look for additional d u ster candidates.

Figure 7.5 shows the number of towers found for 100 , 150, 200 and 250 GeV electron 
showers, w ithout background, by applying different number of subsequent pads in the tower 
for the segmentation with the equal pad size. The upper dark blue line (dots) corresponds 
to the number of towers in the showers with 4 subsequent pads in the tower. The following 
lower lines correspond to 6, 8 , 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 subsequent number of pads with 
non-zero deposited energies in the towers. W ith increasing tho threshold on the number 
of pads in the towers the number of found towers is decreasing. The number chosen in the 
algorithm used is shown with bold dotted yellow line in the middle.

To find electron showers on top of the beam strahlung pairs, the 10 last consecutive 
bunch crossings are taken into account. The mean and the RMS values for each individual 
pad were calculated and subtracted from 1 1 th bunch crossing with an overlayed high energy 
electron shower. Then the d u ster reconstruction algorithm was applied to find dusters.

7.3.1 Fake Rate

The beam strahlung depositions from a bunch crossing- simulation for nominal beam param 
eters and SB2009 were shown in figures 7.3(b) and 7.3(a). Fluctuations of the background 
can be recognized by the d u s te r finding algorithm as a shower. These events are called
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Figure 7.6: The; fake rate of the cluster finding algorithm for Nominal beam parameters

fake electrons. The number of found fake electrons normalized to the to tal number of 
generated bunch crossings without high energetic.1 electrons is called fake rate.

By applying the flustering algorithm to samples of pure background events the fake 
rate was determined. As the beam strahlung pairs have higher density in th§- central region 
of the BeamCal the most fake showers were found a t the inner BeamCal radus. Figure 7.6 
shows the fake rate as a function of the energy of the clusters found. The fake rate was 
shown to be less then 1.5% even for very low cluster energy.

7.3.2 Calorimeter Response and Energy Resolution

Electrons of different energies are traced to the calorimeter and the shower is simulated. 
The deposited energy in each pad is used to reconstruct the to tal energy of the shower. 
Figure 7.7(a) shows an example of the recorded energy in the pads from showers of 250 GeV 
electrons. The mean value of the Gaussian fit is plotted as a function of the initial electron 
energy in figure 7.7(b).

The relative energy resolution of a calorimeter. cfe/ E , can be parametrized as ]90|:

<?m po _ Pi m  -j ■,
^  =  7 1  ® £  ® ( , ' 1)

where the right side is the square root of the quadratic sum of the tree terms. The 
stochastic term  p0/ \ f E  represents the statistical fluctuations in the shower development. 
The second term  p \ /E  includes effects from the instrum entation of the calorimeter like 
electronics noise and pedestal fluctuation. The third term  p2 appears due to systematic 
effects like detector non-uniformity or calibration uncertainty.

Below the first term  of the equation 7.1 is explained and calculated for the BeamCal. 
If there is no leakage of the showers in the calorimeter the obtained energy resolution is
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Figure 7.7: (a) The? deposited energy in the BeamCal sensor from 250 GeV electron shower, (b) 
The; deposited energy in the BeamCal from electron showers as a function of electron’s 
energy, (c ) An example spectrum of the difference between reconstructed energy of the 
electron from the found cluster and the initial energy of electrons of 250 GeV energy,
(d) The energy resolution of the BeamCal as a function of square root of energy of 
initial electrons.
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called intrinsic; energy resolution of the sampling calorimeter. The energy measured by a 
sampling calorimeter in active layers of the calorimeter, called visible energy, E vis. is a small 
fraction of the to ta l deposited energy of the shower, E. The visible energy is proportional to 
the to tal energy E. The intrinsic energy resolution is defined by fluctuations of the visible 
energy:

In addition, the visible energy is proportional to the mean energy loss E ioSS of shower 
particles (electrons and positrons) in the active layers:

where iVact[ is the average number of shower particles passing through the active layers. 
Fluctuations of the visible energy are dominated by fluctuations in the number of particles 
in a shower, J 4 ct, and the intrinsic energy resolution can be described as:

The number of shower particles follow a Poisson distribution. However, since »
1 , the distribution is becoming similar to the Gaussian distribution and the following 
expression appears:

where r  is the calorimeter sampling frequency. Then the calorimeter intrinsic energy 
resolution can be expressed as:

Figure 7.7(b) shows the calibration curve of the deposited energy from single high 
energy electron showers with energies 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 Gev with respect to the 
prim ary electron energy. The datapoints are fitted by a linear fit and param eters of the 
fit are used for the reconstruction of the prim ary electron energy from the cluster energy. 
An example spectrum  of the difference between the reconstructed energy of the electron 
from the (.'luster found and the initial energy of electrons of 250 GeV energy is shown in 
figure 7.7(c). The Gaussian fit of this distribution for electron energy of 250 GeV was 
performed. The standard deviation of the Gaussian fit is plotted in figure 7.7(d) as a 
function of l/V-E-shower-

The showers were reconstructed w ithout background to study the calorimeter proper
ties. The intrinsic resolution is parameterized to be

<TE _  (30 ±  2)%

V E  P o

E E

where the energy E is expressed in GeV.
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Figure; 7.8: (a) The; electron shower reconstruction efficiency in the; presence of pair depositions 
for the BeamCal segmentation with equal pads as a function of the polar angle. The 
energy of the initial electrons is 50 GeV (triangle), 150 GeV (square) and 250 GeV 
(dots). (b) The electron shower reconstruction efficiency on top of the background for 
the BeamCal Segmentation with radially increasing pads size. Energy of the initial 
electrons is 100 GeV (triangle), 150 GeV (square) and 250 GeV (rounds). All beam
strahlung background bunch crossing data were; simulated with the nominal RDR 
beam parameter set at cms energy of 500 GeV.

7.3.3 Electron Reconstruction Efficiency

To define how efficient the cluster finding algorithm finds electron showers the param eter s 
is introduced as the ratio between the number of reconstructed to the number of generated 
electrons

^reconstructed £ = --- ------------ .
N generated

In figure 7.8(a) the reconstruction efficiency for electrons with energy of 50, 150. 
250 GeV is shown as a function of the polar angle for the segmentation with equal pads, and 
in figure 7.8(b) the reconstruction efficiency for electrons with energy of 100, 150, 250 GeV 
is shown as a function of the polar angle for the segmentation with radially increasing pad 
size. The efficiency at small polar angles is lower in a few percent in both cases due to 
high beam strahlung background fluctuations. Then efficiency reaches 100% at larger polar 
angles and is slightly reduced at the end of the calorimeter due to leakage of part of the 
showers. Reducing pad sizes in the central region of the BeamCal leads to  an increase of 
the shower finding efficiency as shown in figure 7.8(b). High energy electrons with energy 
of 150 GeV are reconstructed a t the inner radii with 20% better.

7.3.4 Expected Doses

The BeCas simulation program was used to simulate beam strahlung pairs and calculate 
the dose in the sensors of BeamCal using the deposited energy in each pad. The dose was 
obtained by the following equation:

, ,  Ei)epDos6§ca\e 
D0SC =  V  D-------- ?v pad ̂  pad
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Figure 7.9: (a) Dose; Spectrum in BeamCal at 6th layer for SB2009 (red) and nominal (blue) 
parameter sets, (b) Dose as a function of BeamCal radius for SB2009 (red) and 
Nominal beam parameters (blue) at SOOGeV at center mass energy.

whore Dose scale if a factor oqual to the numbor of bunch crossings per year for each 
boam param eter set, V̂ aij the pad volume and D pa,a tho mass density of the sensor. In 
figure 7.9(a) tho dose obtained for each pad is shown. The maximal dose per pad is lower 
than 1 MGy per year. Highest doses are in the 6-th  layer at small radii. Due to the 
lower number of bunch-crossings in the SB2009 beam param eters set the obtained doses 
are similar to tho one obtained with nominal boam parameters.

In figure 7.9(b) doses calculated for each radius of the 6th layer are shown for the two 
beam param eters sets. At larger radii higher doses are obtained for SB2009 parameters.



Chapter 8

Test Beams Studies for Sensor Plane 
Prototypes

Introduction

The purpose of the beam test was to measure the performance of fully assembled sensor 
planes. The electron beam of the DESY II accelerator was used. Three test beam cam
paigns were organized in the years 2010-2011. In the first campaign the readout chain 
contained sensor, fan-out, FE ASICs and a stand alone ADC. The second and the third 
test beams included FE ADC ASICs in the readout chain. In the following chapter the 
test beam setup and the preparation to the test beam are described.

8.1 Test Beam

8.1.1 The DESY Beam Test Facility

DESY II is an electron synchrotron. It accelerates in sinusoidal mode with a frequency of
12.5 Hz. One DESY II magnet cycle takes 80 ms. The revolution frequency is 1 MHz, the 
RF frequency 500 MHz, and the bunch length around 30 ps.

The DESY II test beam infrastructure provides electrons or positrons. In figure 8.1 is 
shown the schematic layout of a tost beam. Firstly, a bromstrahlung boam is generated 
by a carbon fibre inserted in the circulating electron synchrotron beam. Using metal 
plates (converter in the figure), the beam strahlung photons are converted to e~ e+ pairs. 
Convertors can have different thickness and consist of different metal. For tho selection of 
of energy, a system of dipole magnet is used. The beam is spread out into a horizontal fan. 
Collimators in the end cut out the final beam from this fan |91|. The m agnet is used to 
control the energy of the beam. Electron energies from 1 to 6 GeV are provided. In this 
range the electrons have energy loss similar to minimal ionising particles (MIPs). In the
2010 campaign a beam of 4.5 GeV energy was used and in 2011 beams of 2 and 4 GeV.
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i _  u  n  i
ŷ DUT T2 T1 TO T2 DUT T1 TO

Figure 8.2: TheteSt beam setup sketch with linear approximation of the particle trajectories using 
telescope planes signals and the impact point in DUT reconstructed, left for the three 
telescope planes in front of the DUT and right for the DUT installed in between .the 
telescope planes.

8.1.2 The Beam Telescope

The DESY II test beam area was equipped with a beam telescope which provides tracking 
for beam particles |93|. The beam telescope, build previously for the ZEUS micro vertex 
detector, MVD, beam tests, consists of 3 modules. Each module comprises two 300 ßm  
thick single-sided silicon sensors of 32 by 32 mm area with a strip pitch of 25 f£tn. The read 
out pitch is 50 pan. The sensors are turned by 90° to have strips in X and Y directions. 
For each silicon strip sensor 640 strips are read out. The signal to  noise ratio for all strips 
is between 80 < S/N  < 130. Usch of telescope planes provides for each hit transverse 
coordinates x and y. Each plane has also z coordinate. The spatial resolution of «ach 
plane, reported by ZEUS, was 28 /an. Reconstruction of tracks is made after alignment 
of three telescope planes by linear approximation as shown in figure 8.2. A sketch of the 
setup, a photo and a drawing with the dimensions between telescope planes are shown in 
figures 8.2. 8.3(a) and 8.3(b).

The telescope planes can be moved in Z directions on a mechanical bench. Two detector 
under test, DUT, locations were used, one with the DUT installed in between telescope 
planes and one behind all telescope planes. Data were taken in 2010 and 2011 with telescope 
planes in different locations.
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Figure 8.3: (a) - Test Beam Setup Photo with explanations, (b) - Test Beam Setup Drawing with 
the 2011 telescope plane locations.
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Figure 8.4: Tho test beam setup readout with 2010 telescope plane locations.

In figure 8.4 the test beam layout is shown including 3 telescope planes, detector under 
test (DUT), 3 scintillators and read-out ADC modules. There are 3 finger scintillators 
of 7 mm size, two of them are located in front of the telescope and are perpendicular 
to each other. The trigger for the read out of the telescope and the DUT is done using 
the scintillator signals. The sensor box containing the sensor plane was mounted on a 
XY-table. It allows remotely moving the DUT in the beam. The distance between the 
telescope planes and the DUT are measured between the front edges of each plane.

8.1.3 The Prototype

The prototype of a sensor plane consists of a GaAs:Cr sensor, as described in chapter 1 , 
attached to a fan-out and connected to a PCB comprising the FE ASICs and auxiliary 
electronics. A photo of the complete board is shown in figure 8.5. Figure 8.6 shows the
2011  board photo.

Four FE ASICs with 8 preamplifiers «ich were connected to sensor pads. The amplified 
signals then were fed into a standalone ADC (CAEX vl721). Two regions of 8 pads were 
read out. In 2011 the read out chain was completed with four 8-channel 10-bit ADC ASICs, 
an FPGA (Xilinx Spartan3), a micro-controller (Amtel AYR ATXMEGA128), memory 
cards, a tem perature monitor and voltage regulation. Details on the electronics board are 
given in Ref. |94|.

Two GaAs:Cr sensor types were tested in the test beams. The sensors were glued to 
fan-outs, as shown in figure 8.7(a). The fan-out in 2011 was instrum ented with resistors 
and capacitances to provide AC coupled signals from the pads to the ASIC inputs. The 
fan-out itself was screwed to an additional PCB carriage with a window corresponding to
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Figure 8.5: Test Beam - 2010 readout, board assembled with GaAs sensor and Fanout.

Figure 8.6: Test Beam - 2011 readout board on the right side and sensor within shielding box, 
grounded to the ASIC’s and ADC’s shielding.
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(a) (b)

Figure; 8.7: (a) The sensor glued on the fan-out bottom side, (b ) Fan-out, screwed to PCB carriage 
with bonded sensor pads, top side.

the sensor shape as shown in figure 8.7(b). Fan-out. traces at one end were bonded to 
the connector to be assembled to the read-out electronics board and at. the other end to 
the pads through the small rounds seen in figure 8.7(b). High voltage was applied to the 
fully metalized side of the sensor as shown in figure 8.7(a). In the end the fully assembled 
prototypes were put. into a shielding box as shown in figure 8 .6. The operation bias voltage 
was set to 60 V in 2010 and up to 200 V in 2011.

The 8 channels readout, in addition by an external ADC are labeled “CAEX ADC read 
out.” in figure 8.6. The first. 4 channels of CAEX ADC are connected to the first. ASIC and 
other 4 channels to last, the last. ASIC. Inside ASICs each second channel was chosen to be 
read out simultaneously by two ADCs.

Figure 8.8 shows the pads which were irradiated in the test beam in 2011. The purple 
circles indicate the pads, which are in addition readout by an external ADC.

8.1.4 Measurement Plan

The goal for the test, beam was to measure the performance, of a GaAs:Cr sensor plane with 
different, segmentations as explained in the chapter 2. The full chain of sensor, fan-out, 
FE ASICs and ADC ASICs was intensively tested. All together 32 pads of the sensor were 
connected to the ASICs and simultaneously read out. An FPGA organized communication 
between the ADCs and the computer was used. In addition, for 8 out, of 32 channels, the 
analog signal was fed into an external ADC. The measurements aimed to perform the 
following characterization: stability for all investigated channels, the signal-to-noise ratio, 
different modes of preamplifier and shaper settings |95|, baseline stability, uniformity of 
the sensor response and edge effects, signal amplitude dependence on the bias voltage and 
ability of multiple particle detection.

8.1.5 Calibration

For a given readout, chain am plitude maximum of a signal is proportional to the charge 
created in the pad. Signals readout, from the ADC are expressed in ADC counts. After the
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Figure 8.8: 32 channels irradiated on the TB11 with numeration of tho channels connected to tho 
pad’s position

signals are readout, the amplitude maximum of signals is found. In order to convert the 
amplitude maximum to the charge, the calibration coefficient. kem, has to  be determined:

i _  Q
Steal — -----)

*3 A D C

where Savc is the amplitude maximum measured in ADC counts and Q is a known injected 
charge.

To calibrate the readout chain the known charge is created via a capacitance at the 
input of the FE ASICs. Capacitors of 0.5 pF were used in the first channels and 0.23 pF 
in the second four channels in 2010. In 2011 test capacitances of 0.5 pF were in addition 
implemented in the readout board. A rectangular pulse with an amplitude of 1 V is applied 
to the capacitors, C , via an attenuator. The charge is calculated using:

Q = CV.

Test pulses can be applied simultaneously either to odd or even channels and readout by 
the full chain. An example of the calibration curve for the channel 0 of the first chip is 
shown in figure 8.9. Four different measurements were performed for each FE ASIC gain. 
Pulses of different amplitude were fed into the front-end electronics and the response signal 
size was measured with a stand alone ADC.

8.1.6 Laboratory Setup

The fully assembled prototype was firstly investigated with a 90S r  source. Figure 8.10 
shows the setup with a 90S r  source on top. a XY-table to move the prototype with respect 
to the source in the middle, and a trigger box at the bottom . The trigger box contains two
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Figure 8.9: Results of the calibration measurement for channel 0 of chip 1 ,[23]. Test pulses of 
different amplitude, Uin are compared to the output signal size measured in ADC 
counts.

Figure 8.10: 90SV setup with GaAs:Cr prototype. Full system test.
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Figure 8.11: The size of the integrated signal as a function of the bias voltage,

scintillators with photomultipliers connected. A coincidence from two scintillator signals 
is required to generate a trigger to readout the prototype. The trigger selects electrons 
with sufficient energy to cross the prototype and two scintillators. The functionality of all 
channels were tested before the installation in the test beam.

The signal size is depending on the voltage as seen in figure 8.11. It is growing fast up to 
60 V and saturates at about 100 V. The result is in the agreement with the measurement, 
described in the section 1.4. The bias voltage used at the test beam was 60 V.

8.2 Simulation of D eposited Energy in GaAs

To estim ate the deposited energy of relativistic; particles in the sensor material, simulations 
using GEAXT were done. Two electron beams are generated. Firstly, a beam with the 
energy spectrum  of a 90S r  source, and secondly mono-energetic electron beams of 2, 4 and 
4.5 GeV. The simulation is done for a GaAs sensor of 500 ßm  thickness. The values of 
the deposited energy for each particle are distributed as shown in figures 8.12(a), 8.12(b), 
8.12(c) and 8.12(d) as red lines. The black lines are a fit with the Landau distribution. The 
most probable value of the fits are summarized in the Table 8.1. Divided by the averaged 
energy for the creation of an eleetron-hole pair of 4.3 eV. the expected number of the e-h 
pairs is calculated.
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Figure 8.12: (a) Deposited energy in a 500 pm  GaAs sensor by a 90Sr source and triggered by 
two scintillators, (b) Deposited energy in 500 ftm  GaAs sensor glu(;d on 500 pm  
PCB by 2 G(>V electrons and trigg(;red by tree scintillators, (e) D(;posited energy 
in 500 ßm  GaAs sensor glued on 500 ßm  PCB by 4.0 GeV electrons and triggered 
by tree scintillators, (d) Deposited energy in 500 jp& GaAs sensor glued on 500 ffm 
PCB by 4.5 GeV electrons and triggered by tree scintillators.
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Setup Dep. En. e-h pairs per p.m
9oS r 0.3512 MeV 163,4
2 GeV 0.3455 MeV 160,7 (2.0 GeV)
4 GeV 0.3513 MeV 163,4 (4.0 GeV)
4.5 GeV 0.3526 McV 164,0 (4.5 GeV)

Table 8.1: The expected number of e-h pairs created by passing relativist,ic particle through a 
500 //m thick GaAs sensor.
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C hapter 9 

D ata Analysis

In the following chapter the analysis of the test beam data is presented and the performance 
of the two GaAsrCr sensor planes is evaluated.

9.1 Definitions

All measurements at test beams were done with sampling ADCs. For each trigger an event 
length was set defining the time window for the ADC readout. The tim e window is divided 
in two sub-windows. The first is used for the baseline and pedestal calculations and the 
second for the signal analysis. T he B aselin e is defined as the average of the ADC values 
in the first time window:

where i is a sample number, a* is a content of the i-th ADC bin and N  is the number of 
summed samples.

T he P ed esta l is defined as the average value of the samples or integral of several 
samples over a time window not containing signals

T he N oise  is the random variation of the signal and the standard deviation of this 
fluctuations is the noise. It is calculated by the formula:

C om m on M ode N oise , C M N , is a synchronous variation of the baseline in several 
channels. The CMX is calculated for individual chips. For the samples values, the CMN 
quantity v f MN, is defined:

ped  = <  Si >.
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Figure 9.1: (a) Signal example with pedestal, baseline and signal time windows, (b) The signal- 
to-noise ratio for different integration time windows for the signal.

where j  is the channel number, running over all channels of the chip and pedj is the pedestal 
value calculated for each channel independently.

T he C om m on M ode N oise  Su b traction  is performed by calculating firstly the 
CMN and subtracting it from each sample i for a channel under investigation.

V C M N S  ;c= _  v O M N

The Signal A m p litu d e  is the difference between the sample with the maximum value 
in the relevant window and the baseline.

TheSignal Integral is the integral over a signal in a certain time window.
The Signal to  N o ise  R atio , S /N , is the ratio between the most probable value of 

the signal am plitude or integral signal distributions and the noise.

S / N  = M P V lg

Q P e d e s ta l

where M PV lg is the most probable value of signal spectrum  and crpedestai is the standard 
deviation of the pedestal distribution.

Ill the test beam for each trigger 8 or 32 channels in 2010 or 2011, respectively, were 
read out simultaneously. This data is called an E vent. D ata of a single channel is called 
sub-event.
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(a) (b)

Figure; 9.2: Signal and noise spectra examples for test beam data taken in 2010.

9.2 Test Beam  2010

9.2.1 Data Analysis

An example of a  signal in the external ADC is shown in figure 9.1(a). The trigger to read 
out of the ADC arrives 500 ns before the signal. The maximum amplitude of the signal is 
around 600 ns (300 samples). The full readout window was chosen to be 1600 ns.

The first 200 ns arc used for the baseline calculation. The signal was calculated using 
the maximum am plitude or the integral over the signal time window. In figure 9.1(a) the 
integration window is chosen to be 300 ns. The length of the integration time windows is 
varied to obtain the maximum S/X. Figure 9.1(b) shows an example of the signal to noise 
ratio calculation for different time windows of the integration. The maximum of the S/X  
ratio is a t 180 ns.

An example of the pedestal distribution is shown in figure 9.2(a) and an example of the 
signal integral spectrum is shown in figure 9.2(b). The pedestal distributions were fitted 
with a Gaussian. The measured signal integral spectra are fitted with a convolution of a 
Landau distribution and a Gaussian.

The stability of the signal integral and noise were cheeked for 4 data sets for each 
channel. It it shown in figure 9.3(a) for the signal integral and for the noise in figure 9.3(b). 
Each group of 4 points corresponds to the measurement of one channel over 1 hour. The 
signals were found to be stable. Each point in figure 9.3(b) is the standart deviation of the 
distribution like in figure 9.2(a). The noise was found to  be stable within 10 %. The final 
S/X  is stable within 6 %.

9.2.2 Charge Collection Efficiency (CCE)

Charge C ollection  Efficiency, CCE, is the fraction of released charge tha t is collected 
in the active volume of the detector when a charged particle crossed the detector. The 
induced charge is obtained from the simulation of the setup as described in section 8.2. 
For the calculation of the CCE the integral signal is multiplied by the calibration factor 
as described in section 8.1.5. The CCE obtained for the saturated signals is 42%. The 
CCE measurement is compatible with the measurement of GaAs:Cr sensors done before 
irradiation as shown in section 1.4.
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Figure; 9.3: (a) Signal and (b) noise stability for 8 channels, 4 files for each channel, (c) - S/N for 
8 channels over a period of 1 hour.
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Figure 9.4: The alignment of 3 telescope planes

9.2.3 Tracking

For the reconstruction of tracks the telescope the program called “TelAna” was used |96|. 
It is calculating hit position from the fired strips and provides the telescope alignment. 
Firstly it calculates the hit position by the center of gravity method using the signals in 
the X and Y telescope planes. Assuming th a t horizontal and vertical telescope planes are 
independent; the track reconstruction can be done separately in X and Y directions. The 
tracks are obtained from linear interpolation of 3 points.

The alignment was performed with the DUT installed between telescope planes. The 
TelAna alignment was cheeked using the Millepede 1 program |97|. The difference between 
the coordinate measured and the predicted coordinate by other telescope planes positions is 
shown in figure 9.4 for all 6 telescope sensors. The mean values of the residual distributions 
are at zero with 1 //m accuracy. This characterize the alignment of the telescope plane 
with accuracy of 1 /an. The position resolution was measured to be better than  announced 
by ZEUS collaboration.

The position of the trajectory in the GaAs plane was reconstructed by linear inter
polation using three telescope planes in X and Y axis independently. The hit positions 
predicted at the sensor plotted in figure 9.5(a) have different colors. The different colors 
refer to events when the signal amplitude or integral is above a predefined threshold. The 
biggest pad was subdivided into smaller areas and signal amplitudes were distributed for 
each area separatelv. The most probable values of each area were shown to be stable within 
2% .
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Figure 9.5: (a) Pads structure of the GaAs sensor reconstructed from telescope data, (b) The? 
pads structure at the. edge between 4 pads.
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Figure 9.6: The beam profile in X axis.

9.2.4 Beam Profile

Tho boam profile, a characteristic of the beam, was measured at. the beginning of the 
test, beam. Figure 9.6 shows the beam profile obtained from one of telescope planes in X 
direction. The beam was not centered in respect to the telescope in X and Y directions. 
The size of the beam spot used 7 mm in Y direction and 9 mm in X direction.

9.2.5 Edge Effects

The signal size was studied as a function of the hit position. The edge between pads as 
shown in figure 9.5(b) was subdivided in 50 p m  stripes and signal spectra distributions 
were obtained for each stripe. Each histogram was fitted with the Landau distribution and 
the mean value as a function of the stripe position is shown in figure 9.7(a). Figure 9.7(b) 
shows the moan value of the summed signal of two neighboring pads for each stripe. As 
one can see in the gap between two pads, signal drops by 10%.
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Figure 9.7: (a) The signal integral mean value as a function of the hit position on the border 
between two pads, (b) The signal integral sum of two pads as a function of hit 
position on the; border between two pads.

Figure 9.8: A screen-shot of the; oscilloscope. In blue the; output signal from the sensor plane, in 
green the; sampling clock of the; ADC ASIC, synchronized with the beam clock and 
yellow is the; trigger signal from the scintillators.
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9.3 'est Beam  2011

9.3.1 Synchronous and Asynchronous Readout

The ADC ASIC provides d a ta  digitized with i t ’s internal clock of 50 ns. If it is not 
synchronized with the particle arrival time using the beam clock, then the digitization is 
performed with the random phase shift. In case of synchronization the ADC (.'lock with the 
beam dock, as it will be done, for example, at the ILC, the digitization occurs a t a fixed 
time with respect to the signal arrival time. The ADC ASICs were operated in two modes, 
synchronized or not synchronized with the beam dock. In the asynchronous mode readout 
the sensor signals are digitized with ADC clock independent from the beam (.-lock. Tho 
synchronized mode corresponds to the readout a t the ILC and the first sampling appears 
at the time when the signal amplitude approaches the maximum. Figure 9.8 shows an 
example of synchronous read out. Tho blue line is the signal from the FE ASIC, tho green 
line the 50 ns sampling of the ADC and the yellow line is a trigger from the scintillators.

9.3.2 Measured Signals and Analysis Technique

Signals from channels readout in addition with an external ADC are compared to the 
output of the ADC ASIC. The result is shown in figure 9.9 The shape of the digitized 
signals is, apart of tho different sampling time, almost the same.

Amplitude and integral of signals wore calculated with the same procedure like in the 
previous section. Examples of the distribution of tho pedestals and a signal amplitude 
spectrum using the external ADC are shown in figure 9.10(a) and 9.10(b), respectively. 
The pedestal distribution is fitted with a Gaussian. The am plitude spectrum shows a 
sharp pedestal, a peak corresponding to the expectation for a MIP and a saturation peak 
due to limited dynamic range of the ADC. In figures 9.11(a), 9.11(b). 9.11(c) and 9.11(d) 
are shown the ADC ASIC amplitude spectra for two FE-eloctronics gains, for “High High” 
and “High Low” amplification and for two different feed back technologies (channels 10 and 
17 for MO’S and 6 and 7 channels for R /  feed back technology). The beam is sent to the 
center of each irradiated pad and the triggered events are distributed over the beam spot, 
size 7 by 9 mm. The events appearing between pedestal peak and MIP hit the sensor near 
tho edges of the pad. The spectra are fitted with a Landau distribution convoluted with 
a Gaussian. The peak corresponding to the expectation of a relativistic particle is clearly 
visible for tho “High High” and “High Low” read out mode. This is allowing to study S/N 
and provides calibration of the calorimeter in future.

9.3.3 Correlations

The measured signals in adjacent, the channels Can influence each other. Figure 9.12(a) 
shows the sample values in tho baseline time window of ADC ASICs for two channels. 
Tho distribution shows a correlation between these channels. To quantify the correlations 
between samples of different channels the following formula was used:

= -<){//; //) 

\ / > J . r .  -'-S2 > '(//: //)-
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Figure 9.9: An example of the signal digitized by the external ADC (blue) and the ADC ASIC 
(red).
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Figure 9.10: (a) The pedestal distribution measured by an external ADC fitted by a Gaussian, 
(b) The; signal amplitude spectrum using tho external ADC.
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(a) High High

(c) Higli Low (d) High Low

Figure 9.11: The amplitude spectra measured with ADC ASICs for “High High“ and “High Low” 
amplification mode and for two different feed back technologies of the FE ASICs. In 
channels 10 and 17 for MOS was used and 6 and 7 channels R/  feed back.

whore x g/j ai*e the sample values from two compared channels and x, y are their baseline 
values. Figure 9.12(b) shows the values of rm  for x and y running over the 32 channels. 
Large correlation coefficients were found for groups of 8 channels belonging to the four 
front-end and ADC ASICs. The large correlation coefficients point to common mode noise 
within the front-end ASIC (.'hip. This conclusion is done on the basis of the signal analysis 
measured by a stand alone ADC.

Figure 9.13(a) shows the correlation between each channel and the averaged value of 
other 7 channel samples of each chip.

9.3.4 CMN Subtraction Procedure

To study how to subtract the common mode noise the following steps were done. The 
averaged ADC sample values of 7 channels were determined and the correlation coefficients 
with the 8th channel under investigation were calculated. Figure 9.13(a) shows th a t there is 
a strong correlation between the sample values in the channel under investigation and the 
averaged value of the other seven channels sample values. The averaged values of se\ren out 
of eight channels sample values in the baseline time window are calculated going through 
all channels on a chip. These average values are subtracted from samples of the channel 
under investigation. The new sample values are filled into a histogram and fitted with a
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Figure 9.12: (a) The scatter plot between channel 1 and 2 of ADC sample values in the baseline 
time window, (b) Correlation coefficients between the ADC Sample values of 32 
channels.
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Figure 9.13: (a) Correlation coefficients between the ADC sample values of one channel and the;
averaged sample values in the; basc;line time window of 7 other channels of eae;h chip, 
(b) The; comparison of the RMS of ADC sample; value; distributions. Blue; line from 
the; ADC sample value;s distribution standard deviation, Red line; is a£te;r subtraction 
of me;an value; of 7 channels.
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Ratio between RMS & RMS.pedestal 1

Figure 9.14: The ratio between one standard deviation of sample; value« distribution without and 
with common mode noise; subtraction procedure.

Gaussian. The standard deviation is shown in figure 9.13(b) by the red line. The blue line 
is th e  standard deviation of the-same samples before the subtraction. As can be seen, noise 
in all channels is reduced by a factor of about two.

To account for common mode noise the fe)llowing procedure is applied to the data:

• The baselines are determined for all channels. The baseline of each channel is sub
tracted from all samples of this channel,

• Identify the channel containing a signal above a certain threshold.

• From the remaining 7 channels in the same ASIC the averaged value for each sample 
is calculated.

• These values are subtracted from each sample of the channel with the signal.

Figure 9.14 shows the ratio between one standard deviation of sample value distributions 
without and with common mode noise subtraction. The noise was reduced by a factor of 
1.8. The common mode noise subtraction was applied to  all data analyses below.

9.3.5 S /N  Measurements

A mentioned in section 6.7, there are several settings of the FE ASIC denoted as calibration 
and physics modes. Changing between modes was possible remotely and independently for 
shaper and preamplifier. The mode “Low Low” is supposed to be used for showers with 
high energy deposition in the calorimeter, the mode “High High” for the measurements of 
single relativistic particle for calibration and alignment. The modes “High Low” and “Low 
High” are implemented here for technical reasons.

D ata with beam were taken for all 4 combinations of gains. For the two modes “High 
High” and “High Low” the MIP peak was visible and S/X  calculations are presented in the 
table 9.1. The S/X  results obtained using signal am plitude and integral spectra are shown
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in figure 9.15(a). The am plitude method showed a higher S/N  ratio than the integral 
method for all channels. W ith the am plitude m ethod a S/N  of more than  20 was obtained. 
The variation between channels is less than 16 %. Using the integral method the S/N  is 
larger then 15 and the variation between channels is less than 15 %.

Cain Preamp. 
Gain Shap.

HH HL LH

MOS feed back 
oh 10

MPV =  93.7 ±  1.4 MPV =  16.68 ±  0.01 no MIP

Ped =  4.13 Ped =  0.99
S/N  =  22.7 S/N  =  16.9

MOS feed back 
ch 17

MPV =  94.7 ± 0 .2 MPV =  16.72 ± : 0.02 no MIP

Ped =  4.4 Ped =  0.95
S/N  =  21.5 S/N  = 1 7 .6

R/  feed back eh 
6

MPV =  46.2 ±  0.1 MPV =  8.32 ±  0.01 no MIP

Ped =  2.25 Ped =  0.6
S/N =  20.53 S/N =  13.86

R f  feed back ch 
7

MPV =  46.1 ±  0.1 MPV =  8.31 ±  0.01 no MIP

Ped =  2.25 Ped =  0.56
S/N  =  20.49 S/N  =  14.83

Tabic 9.1: The S/% for the; “High High" and “High Low" front-end electronics mode; for two feed 
back technologies (MOS and R/).

In both test beam measurements the MIP position is shown to be stable for all measured 
channels depending of course on the feedback technology. The MOS technology showed 
twice higher gain than  the R /  technology of the feed back and the S/X  is similar for both 
of them. Figure 9.15(a) shows a slight increase of the S/N  with increasing channel number. 
Then the noise of 32 pads was plotted as a function of the pad area in figuroe 9.15(b). It is 
seen th a t the noise linearly depends on the pad size for both feed back technologies. The 
noise linear dependence on the detector capacitance and therefore the pad area is expected 
and discussed in Ref. |3|.

9.3.6 Calibration

Separate calibrations were done for the read out with an external ADC and the ADC 
ASICs. The calibration constants are obtained by applying test pulses to the front-end 
ASICs via a capacitance of 0.5 pF for all odd or all even channels simultaneously. Then 
the charge induced is Q = C  A V, where A V  is the voltage step of the test pulse. The 
test pulse with A V  =1 V is attenuated by 6 to 60 dB. The attenuation, AdB, relates to 
the value of the attenuated voltage step by:

A dB = 2 0 * l g ( ^  y j ,
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Noise as a function of pad area
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Figure 9.15: (a) The S/N for the ADC ASIC obtained for the amplitude method (red dot) and 
integral method (blue triangles), (b) The pedestal standard deviation as a function 
of the pad area.

where AV \ is voltage step after and A Vq before attenuation. The injected charge is 
obtained as:

Q in je c t =  C  dB
10 20 q

where q - is electron charge, C is a detector capacitance and Qinject is the  injected charge. 
Plotting the measured signals as a function of the injected charge a linear function is 
obtained and the slope is the calibration factor. The resulting calibration factors for the 
“High High” mode are shown in figure 9.17(a) and for the  “High Low” in figure 9.17(b). 
For a signal size measured in ADC counts, the prim ary signal charge is obtained as:

^ M e a s  =  ^’C a l * AD C co m its-

9.3.7 Charge Collection Efficiency

Figure 9.16 shows the size of the MIP signal for two feed back technologies used in the FE 
ASICs as a function of bias voltage. It slowly growth with increasing voltage and comes 
to the saturation at about 100 V. The value of the MIP signal is transformed into the 
CCE using the calibration factors shown in figure 9.17. The deposited charge is obtained 
from the simulations described in section 8.2 for a beam of 2 GeV electrons. The CCE at 
100 V is then equal to 42.2%.. It is in the agreement to previous test beam results and 
to the measurements done in the laboratory as shown in section 8.1.6 and other previous 
measurement results described in section 1.4.
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Voltage, [V]

Figure 9.16: The signal size as a function of the applied bias voltage. FE ASICs with 11/ feedback 
technology and MOS feedback technologies.

9.3.8 Deconvolution M ethod

The deconvolution m ethod was developed in the 90-th of the last century. The idea is to 
use slow pulse shaping and then to apply a deconvolution algorithm to reconstruct the fast 
components of the input signal |98|. For tho sampled output of a CR-RC shaper with the 
sharp response the signal amplitude, v(t). as a function of time reads

0 (t) = - - *  e~t/T.
T

A weighted sum is formed from three successive samples 14, Vk-i and 14_2,

14 =  m  *V k, + w 2 * 14-i +  m  * Vk- 2>

with the weights

1 9 It—1 —1 —//'i ■■<<: , w -2 = —  * e , w 3 = -  * ertr» rp rp

The weights depend on the sampling interval. A t, and the shaping tim e constant, r ,

A t
X  =s ------.

r
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Preamp gain High, Shaper gain High

(a)
Preamp gain Low, Shaper gain High

(h)

Figure 9.17: (a) The; calibration factors for all channels in the “High High" mode, (b) and in the; 
“High Low,! mode.

Here, the tim e constant is r  = 6 0  ns and the sampling interval of the ADC At= 50  ns. 
For a finite rise time the result is a short pulse with the duration of the rise time 1601. 
By knowing the characteristics of the FE and ADC ASICs, one can deconvolve the initial 
detector signals. For illustration, figure 9.18 shows the signal formation from the sensor, 
the FE ASIC, the ADC and the deconvolution filter.

Figure 9.19 shows in the left plots the data  measured by the ADC ASICs in four 
channels belonging to  one FE ASIC. The common mode noise is visible in the left pictures 
by synchronous moving of the baseline of the 4 channels. In the right plots the dotted 
line shows the original signal from ADC ASIC in one channel, in blue the signal after the 
common mode noise subtraction procedure and in red the signal after the deconvolution 
filter. The upper plot shows data taken in synchronous mode and the bottom  plot data 
taken in asynchronous mode. In data taken asynchronous the first signal sample not always 
correspond to the maximum of the amplitude.

Figure 9.20(a) shows proportionality between the signal amplitude after the deconvo
lution filter for the synchronous data taking mode to the signal amplitude measured from 
the ADC ASICs. Very good proportionality was observed. Using the deconvolution filter 
with asynchronous readout and taking only the first value of the deconvoluted amplitude, 
no proportionality to  the am plitude of the full ADC readout is found, as expected. How
ever, taking the sum of the first two non-zero samples after the deconvolution filter, the 
proportionality is restored, as can be seen in figure 9.20(b). The final signal calculation for 
32 channels after deconvolution filter is shown in figure 9.21. The deconvolution method 
showed S/N  variation between channels less than 8 %.
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Figure 9.18: The; schematics of the full read out chain work and signal processing-,

9.4 Shower Developm ent Studies

Several runs were taken with tungsten plates of different thickness installed in front of the 
GaAs sensor plane. The beam electrons generate electromagnetic shower in the tungsten, 
and the performance of the readout of many particles crossing the sensor is investigated.

9.4.1 Transverse Shower Development

The transverse shower development is shown in figure 9.22 for 2 X0, 4 X0, 6 X0 and 8 X0 
absorber depth. The amplitude maximum in each pad was used. A threshold of 5 ADC 
con tits was applied.

Figure 9.23 (top) shows tho sum of the depositions after 2. 4. 6, 8 and 10 X0 and 
figure 9.23 (bottom) the normalized sum. The normalized plot shows th a t 90% of all 
showers deposits are within a radius of about 12 mm.

9.4.2 Longitudinal shower Development

Figure 9.24 shows the two dimensional shower profile in x-z plane using data taken with 
the “High High” readout mode. For 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 X0 radiation length in front 
of the sensor, depositions from all pads are summed up and plotted in figure 9.25 in units 
of MIP particles. Similar plots for “High Low” and “Low High” readout mode are shown 
in appendix D. The spectra are fitted with a convolution of a Landau distribution and a 
Gaussian. The bottom  right plot of figure 9.25 shows the longitudinal shower profile as the 
most probable value of the fitted values (red triangles) and the mean value of the spectra 
(blue dots) as a function of the number of radiation length. The maximum of the shower 
development is around 6-th radiation length, as was shown in the simulation chapter.
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Sam ple N um ber Sam ple N um ber
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Figure 9.19: Left: The? amplitude in four channels digitized by the ADC ASICs as a function of 
time. Right: The amplitude in tho channel with a signal digitized by the ADC ASICs 
as a function of time (black dotted line?), tho amplitude values after tho common 
mode noise subtraction (blue), the deconvoluted amplitude (red line). Upper plots 
correspond to synchronous read out mode and bottom plots to asynchronous mode.
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chronous read out. mode, (b) Tho sum of two first non zero amplitudes after the 
deconvolution filter as a function of the signal amplitude.
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Deconvolution Method .
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Figure 9.21: The signal amplitude from the; 32 channels for ADC ASICs (orange rhombus). The;
signal to noise ratio of the signal amplitude after the deconvolution filter (yellow 
triangles). The noise multiplied by factor of 10 (blue squares).
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Figure 9.22: The transverse shower shape after 2 Xo tungsten plates (top left), 4 Xo (top right,), 
6 Xq (bottom left) and 8 Xq (bottom right).
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Pad Number

Pad Number

Figure 9.23: Top: The transverse shower shape as the sum of all depositions on the; sensor pads 
after 2, 4, 6 and 8 Xo radiation length of tungsten in front of the prototype. Bottom: 
The transverse shower shape; normalized to the; full signal in all pads and overlayed 
with a Moliere Radius ring of 12 mm.
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Figure 9.25: “High High" amplification mode; resulting amplitude spectra for the different number 
of absorber layers in front of the GaAs:Cr sensor plane.



Summary and Conclusions

Two radiation hard sensor types and their applications are main topic of this thesis. The 
BCM1F - the fast beam condition monitoring system - is fully working and active in CMS 
since the first day of LHC operation. In this thesis the performance of BCM1F was studied 
during da ta  taking. The BCM1F detector was proved to be sensitive to beam conditions 
and beam losses, resolve incoming and outgoing bunches and to monitor the luminosity.

BCM 1F D ata  Analysis Results

1. Baseline Monitoring was performed permanently. Short scale tem perature changes 
lead to a shifts in the baseline. Long scale movements are caused by the front-end 
degradation due to irradiation.

2. Radiation tolerance - the front-end and diamond degradation was monitored from 
the beginning of the BCM1F operation. The main degradation was observed for the 
optical driver. Diamond degradation was observed, but was hard to quantify.

-3. Intrinsic time resolution of BCM1F was obtained to be 1.5 ns. Constant fraction 
discrimination dem onstrated an improvement of the time resolution and should be 
implemented in the future upgrades.

4. BCM1F count rates were shown to be linear to the luminosity after applying correc
tion function for the deadtime due to saturated signals and overshoots. In addition, 
the measurement of the luminosity bunch-by-bunch was demonstrated.

Beam Calorim eter for the ILC D etector

The second part of this thesis is devoted to the design of a detector at a future International 
Linear Collider. Im portant subsystems are the very forward calorimeters. Simulation to 
optimize the design of the BeamCal, a calorimeter adjacent to the beam-pipe, are presented. 
Prototypes of large area sensors with pad structure are investigated in the laboratory and 
a full system comprising a sensor, dedicated FE ASICs and ADC ASICs was rested in an 
electron beam.

131
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Beam Calorimeter Simulation Studies

The BeamCal in the Very Forward Region of the ILC detector is im portant for new particle 
searches. I t  measures high energy electrons, positrons and photons down to very low polar 
angles. In addition, it serves for fast beam diagnostics and shields the inner part of the 
detector from back-scattered beam strahlung pairs and synchrotron radiation.

The e+e-  pairs originating from beam strahlung - a new phenomenon a t the ILC - cause 
large energy deposition in the BeamCal. The next generation of the beam param eters set, 
SB2009, was compared with the nominal beam param eters to estim ate the expected dose 
deposited in the sensors. The new beam param eters with 500 GeV energy in the center 
mass system lead to similar doses than the Nominal beam param eters set, but the energy 
deposition per bunch crossing arc two times larger. This deposition forms a background 
for the detection of a single high energy electron or photon. Simulation were done to 
estim ate the efficiency of single high energy electron showers reconstruction on top of the 
beam strahlung pairs.

Two sensor segmentations were compared with respect to the electron reconstruction 
efficiencies for the nominal beam param eter set. Newly proposed segmentation showed 
increase of the shower reconstruction efficiency a t low polar angles. The fake ra te  of the 
reconstruction algorithm was found to be less then 1.5% for showers above 50 GeV energies. 
The energy resolution of the showers without background was found to be

oe  _  (30 ±  2)%
E  E

Sensor Characterisation

The leakage current was measured as a function of applied voltage and the capacitances 
were measured for all pads. It was shown th a t the capacitances are in the range between 
6 and 12 pF. The capacitance of the pad to the back plane is behaving as for a parallel 
plate capacitors.

The data analysis showed th a t all fabricated GaAs:Cr sensors have sufficient quality for 
the future BeamCal prototype. Only sensors with numbers 84 showed problems with the 
guard ring operation. The operation without guard ring was performed and all 22 sensors 
can be used.

Pest Beam s Campaigns 2010-2011

Sensor plane prototypes for LumiCal and BeamCal were prepared and tested in the labo
ratory and in an electron beam. Three successful test beam campaigns were performed in 
2010-2011 at the DESY II accelerator. The following results were obtained:

1. Calibration of each readout channel was done in the preparation to the test beam. 
Tho prototype signal output was shown to be linear to the injected test pulses.

2. There were three techniques discussed for the signal processing, amplitude, integral 
and deconvoluted amplitude methods. The deconvolution m ethod was shown to be 
a good filter for the signal processing.
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3. All instrum ented channels with FE and ADC ASICs showed a signal to noise ratio 
around 20. The noise was found to be linearly dependent on the pad’s capacitance.

4. The common mode noise was observed in the second sensor plane prototype in the 
groups of 8 channels and corresponded to the FE ASICs. Tho common mode noise 
subtraction algorithm was w ritten and this improved the signal to noise ratio.

5. The deposited charge was estim ated from a GEAXT simulation for all beam energies 
used. The obtained number of generated electron-hole pairs per ^m  is between 160 
and 164, comparing these numbers with the measured charge, a charge collection 
efficiency of about 42% was estimated.

6. Edge investigations for the gaps between pads showed a loss of the signal of about 
10%.

7. The shower development was studied with one sensor plane by installation of tungsten 
absorbers in front. The Moliere radius was estim ated to be around 12 mm and tho 
maximum of tho longitudinal shower development after 6-th radiation length, what 
is in agreement with the simulation studies.

Conclusions

The BCM1F system was shown to be working with very good performance in the data 
taking period in 2010-2012. It is an invaluable tool to ensure low beam halo for data 
taking and perform a real-time luminosity measurement. The performed studies will be 
taken into account for the BCM1F upgrade during the LHC shut down 2013-2014.

The BeamCal simulation studies have shown tha t a sandwich calorimeter can detect 
single high energctic electrons, positrons or photons on top of largo beam strahlung back
ground for two considered ILC beam parameters.

The GaAs:Cr sector sensor prototype were successfully tested in the laboratory and in 
the electron beam tests. A full chain of sensor, fanout, FE ASICs and ADC ASICs was 
validated and showed stability in baseline and between channels. Work on the future full 
calorimeter segment was started  and is expected to be in 2013-2014.
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Appendix A 

BCM1F Signal Analysis
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Figure; A.l: Time over thresehold vs Amplitude of signals histogramms for the BCM1F 4 channels 
(a) to (d) channels 1 to 4. Measured from Fill 2691 in 2012.
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Figure A.2: Time over thresehold vs Amplitude; of signals histogramms for .the BCM1F 3 channels 
(a) to (e) channels 5 to 7. Measured from Fill 2691 in 2012.
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Figure A.3: Time over threschold of signals histogramms for the BCM1F 7 channels (a) to (g) 
channels 1 to 7. Measured from Fill 2691 in 2012.
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Figure A.4: Amplitude in respect to Baseline of signals histogramms for the BCM1F 7 channels
(a) to (g) channels 1 to 7. Measured from Fill 2691 In 2012.
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Figure; A.o: Test. pulsos measurements in the; Lab with high voltages, 2012.
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Signal Shape Function

Appendix B

In the |60, 23| the signal shape-function is described:

t
s (t) = - V0- e {

r

Properties of signal shape function: 
First derivative:

s'(t) =  —Vo- e x p ( - ~ )  + I-, [t'-.rpii1 )) = 0;
r  r '  r 2 T

Equals to zero to find extreme values:

0 =  — e x p { - - ) ) { -  -  1); 
r  t  t

L  0 =  ®xp(—|) ;  can not be fulfilled
2. 0 =  1 -  1;T 

r  ‘

Maximum value of the amplitude is

A  = s(t =  r)  =  \i,i.ri>i I):

Tho integral -

S(t) =  J  s(t.)dt = -----" I  I % t-.r/) til

Integration was done using:

J  u (t) a v{t)dt =  u(t) a v'(t)d t — J  u '(t) *

W ith assumption:

u{t) =  t
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and

S ( t) =  j  ${t)dt =  \ n/{ r 5 J  (—r)exp *■

The area, F, under the signal in the range from t= 0  to t a:

n « )  =  / ^ ) *  =  W - %  + T)

F (a ) =  V0(exp^~^\a  +  r )  — r)  

and the area in the limit a —f> oo :

CL
Fftdi =  F (a  ->• oo) =  V"0( lim e x p { - - ) ( a  +  r )  -  r  )

To get 99% of the full area:

—0.99Vqt =  Vo(exp(- ^ ( a  +  r )  — r)

O.Olr =  ^ ( a  +  r)

In
O.Olr

( a  +  t )  J  t  

Solution can be found numerically or graphically.

- V 0t



Leackage Current at 100 V

Appendix C

| Leakage Current vs Pad at 100V | 
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Figure C.l: The leakage current of all GaAs:Cr sensor pads of a Type 2 sample at 100 V bias 
voltage as a function of the pad number from left to right, (a) No 84-19, (b) No 84-41,
(c) No 84-7 and (c) No 84-13.
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Figure D.l: “High Low” amplification mode resulting amplitude spectra for the different number 
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Figure; D.2: “Low High" amplification mode resulting amplitude spectra for the; different numbe;r 
of ahsorbe;r layers in front of the; GaAs:Cr sensor plane;.
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